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The make or buy decision has become one of the most important strategic decisions to ensure 

a company’s success. This study aims to recognize the successful decision-making criteria 

for make or buy decision. The study introduces transaction cost theory, resource-based view 

and multiple-criteria decision making as basis for selection and evaluation. The study then 

proceeds to identifying measurement and metrics design to provide managers a set of tools 

for enhancing the outsourcing relationship. The metrics include service level and 

performance related options. The empirical section of the study is conducted as a qualitative 

case study.  

 

The analysis identified process sections from the outsourced operation, that required actions 

of improvement. The results show that the decision-making criteria can be both conscious 

and unconscious. Although, the financial factors are highly valued, a multiple-criteria 

decision model could provide a more holistic view on the situation. A company should focus 

on forming a measurement and metrics design with both service level agreements and key 

performance indicators to construct a design that allows transparency and monitoring. 

Furthermore, the reliability of the metrics should be ensured.  
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Ulkoistamispäätöksen teko prosessi on muodostunut yhdeksi yritysjohdon merkittävimmistä 

strategisista päätöksistä yrityksen menestyksen varmistamiseksi. Tämä tutkimus pyrkii 

tunnistamaan päätöksentekoperusteet onnistuneelle ulkoistamispäätökselle. Tutkimus 

esittelee päätöksentekoperusteista transaktio- ja resurssinäkökulman sekä useiden 

perusteiden hyödyntämismallin. Tämän jälkeen tutkimus etenee esittelemään yhteistyön 

mittaamisessa ja kehittämisessä hyödynnettäviä malleja. Tarkoitus on tarjota mittareita, 

joista voidaan koostaa malli yhteistyön kehittämistä varten. Mittarit sisältävät sekä palvelun 

laatua että suorituskykyä tarkastelevia tunnuslukuja. Empiirinen osio on muodostettu 

kvalitatiivisena case-tutkimuksena. 

 

Analyysi paljasti prosessin vaiheita ulkoistetusta toimesta, jotka vaativat kehitystoimia. 

Tutkimus osoitti, että päätöksenteossa voidaan käyttää tietoisia ja tiedostamattomia 

päätöksentekoperusteita. Vaikka taloudelliset seikat ovat päätöksenteossa arvostettuja, 

useiden perusteiden hyödyntämisen avulla voidaan luoda kokonaisvaltaisempi tilannekuva. 

Yrityksen kannattaa keskittyä luomaan mittausjärjestelmä, joka hyödyntää 

palvelutasomittareita ja suorituskykymittareita, jotta yhteistyöstä saadaan läpinäkyvää ja sitä 

on yksinkertaista valvoa. Mittareiden luotettavuus täytyy myös taata.
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

According to Ferreira, Shamsuzzoha, Toscano and Cuhna (2012) companies are constantly 

challenged in today’s dynamic marketplaces that are increasingly more heterogenic, demand 

constant attention and require rapid actions to adapt to the changing environment. 

Increasingly in today’s global markets, technological improvements and competitive forces 

are pushing organizations to face radical changes (Laplan, Quartaroli and Rimer, 2001). 

Companies are pressured to focus on competitive advantages and to search for new 

innovations (Ferreira et al., 2012). A growing amount of companies are moving towards 

collaborative partnerships to efficiently manage key business processes as well as extend the 

reach, knowledge and capabilities of their organization (Freeland and Power, 1998). To meet 

customer needs in efficient way it has become less economical to produce inhouse and 

therefore many firms are forced to consider outsourcing (Gunasekaran, Patel and Tirtiroglu, 

2001). 

 

Managers are constantly faced with problems and are forced to make decisions affecting the 

company’s success. One of the most difficult decisions managers face is whether to 

outsource or insource (Leiblein, Reuer and Dalsace, 2002). According to Braglia and 

Petroni, (2000) this could be the single most effective decision in purchasing process. The 

decision will affect the allocation of the resources available. Binding resources to integration 

could be a long-term commitment and costly to reverse. (Leiblein et al., 2002) Modern 

organizations are often confronted with the problem of a make or buy decision in a form of 

sourcing, outsourcing or subcontracting. The decision may impact a variety of a firm’s 

internal processes as well as its network of relationships to its suppliers, customers and 

distributors. (Padillo and Diaby, 1999) The make or buy decision introduces managers with 

a fundamental dilemma of effective and efficient division of resources which results 

ultimately to a situation where firms cannot always afford to inhouse all manufacturing 

technologies. Therefore, the awareness of the importance of make or buy decision has 

increased within firms. The reasons to undergo the make or buy decision making process 

could arise from price competition, shortage of skills, lack of capacity or from a need to 

increase responsiveness, speed to market or quality. (Cánez, Platts and Probert, 2000) 
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However, when an organization chooses to outsource activities it is faced with issues 

regarding the partnership with the supplier. Improving the process and the partnership should 

be considered carefully in order to ensure efficiency and meeting the requirements and 

expectations set in the planning phase of outsourcing. Understanding the possibilities of 

various measuring systems and metrics could be beneficial in the development of the 

partnership and business processes. Goo (2010) suggests that the strategic use of contracts 

to manage interfirm relationships has had relatively little attention in previous literature. 

These measures are arguably necessary to evaluate the actualized scenario including the 

possible cost savings achieved (Misra, 2004).  

 
1.1 Research Background 
 
The make or buy decision is not a new phenomenon. According to Braglia and Petroni 

(2000) in the era of global sourcing the success of a firm is often reliant on selecting the 

most suitable suppliers. The make or buy decision is a choice between self-managing and 

outsourcing (Lu, Meng and Goh, 2014). Make or buy decisions are becoming increasingly 

important in today’s business environment, however despite the relevance, previous research 

illustrates that the decision making is often done without a proper analysis (Sundquist, 

Hulthén and Gadde, 2015).  Although, it is typically assumed that firms make the decision 

with the aid of an economic utility model to ensure that the long-term goals are considered. 

However, it needs to be noted that the decisions are made by employees which exposes the 

criteria to characteristic human behavior including the ability to acquire and process 

information as well as simplifying heuristics to filter and assimilate the data. (Mantel, 

Tatikonda and Liao, 2006) Tayles and Drury (2001) agree on the importance of the topic 

and continue that the decision can be influenced by a variety of factors such as “quality of 

information available and the assumptions used in the analysis”. 

 

Defining outsourcing in simple terms has been perceived difficult in previous literature and 

therefore outsourcing does not seem to have a definition that can be generalized (Gilley and 

Rasheed, 2000). An understanding on the phenomena therefore requires study of multiple 

definitions. For example, outsourcing has been defined as “the reliance on external sources 

for manufacturing componenets and other value-adding activities” (Lei and Hitt, 1995). 

Another take on outsourcing by Wuyts, Rindfleisch and Citrin (2015) could be considered 

as well. They define outsourcing as “the external delivery of a business activity that a firm 
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used to (or could have) perform(ed) internally”. Motives behind outsourcing can arise from 

cost savings (Wuyts et al., 2015), efficient allocation of resources such as investments and 

personnel (Jiang, Frazier and Prater, 2006) or from seeking a competitive advantage 

(Alkhatib, 2017). According to Lu et al. (2014) the global business environment pushes firms 

to maximize profitability and productivity in order to ramain competative which has made 

outsourcing a popular option to execute competitive startegy. The fierce competition in 

global markets pushes companies to focus on their core competencies (Freeland and Power, 

1998).  

 

The decision-making criteria used in make or buy scenarios has transformed over time. 

When a company is faced with a decision to either make or buy, it needs to choose the 

decision-making criteria carefully. Traditionally the focus in decision-making has been on 

financial factors, although in the 20th and 21st centuries the focus switched to more practical 

criteria (Cánez et al., 2000). According to Kenyon and Meixell, (2011) and Holcomb and 

Hitt (2007) typical methods for decision-making when outsourcing can include transaction 

cost economics or resource-based view. Transaction cost theory presents a model that fits 

well for more specific and specialized activities such as logistics, manufacturing and 

facilities management whereas resource-based theory is more suitable for strategic 

outsourcing scenarios for sensitive functions such as design, research and development and 

customer support (Holcomb and Hitt, 2007).  

 

Literature on transaction cost theory is often grounded in the work of Williamson including 

various studies such as “The mechanisms of governance”. According to Mantel et al. (2006) 

transaction cost economics is based on governance options where firms can choose to buy 

or market. In market situations companies are faced with relatively low transaction costs 

whereas make or hierarchy is employed in high transaction cost. Transaction cost theory 

consists of alternative governance structures that are determined by three characteristics: 

assets specificity, frequency and uncertainty. (Alaghehband, Rivard, Wu and Goyette, 2011) 

 

Lliterature on resource-based view is typically based on the work of Barney (1991) which 

introduced the VRIN-model. Resources that can simuntaneously be “valuable, rare, 

inimitable and non-sustituble” are consirederd with strategic importance (Bowman and 

Toms, 2010). The resource-based view assumes that resources that are valuable and rare, are 
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able to provide benefits to the owner or contoller which then enables a temporary 

competitive advantage. To ensure that the advantage is sustained over a period of the time, 

a firm must protect the resource from imitation, substitution and transfer. (Wade and 

Hulland, 2004)  

 

The more recent take on the make or buy decision is considering a multivariate decision 

making. (Mantel, Tatikonda and Liao, 2006) According to Padillo and Diaby (1999), 

previous literature tends to focus on financial criteria, although it is arguably not the only 

relevant factor. They continue that when firms acknowledge other criteria as well and 

incorporate those in the decision making, the alternative viewpoints have great potential on 

influencing decision making. 

 

After the decision is made, the firm has to take measurements to monitor the outsourcing 

relationship to ensure efficiency and constant improvement. Service level agreements 

provide specifications on the quality of the service delivered (Følstad and Helvik, 2016), and 

therefore are useful for quality definitions. According to Beaumont (2006) service level 

agreements are fundamental in outsourcing partnerships since these provide clarity to actors 

regarding the service provided and the performance criteria. Anand and Clover (2015) 

suggest that managers can also identify key performance indicators (KPIs) that are useful in 

improving the partnership. KPIs are typically different in each organization and 

organizational level. KPIs are also highly useful in supply chain measurement when formed 

into a scorecard. (Szymczak, Ryciuk, Leończuk, Piotrowicz, Witkowski, Nazarko and 

Jakuszewicz, 2018) 

 
1.2 Research problem and framework 
 
The purpose of this research is to analyze the make or buy criteria as well as define how to 

evaluate the success of the cooperation in an outsourcing partnership. The analysis will be 

conducted using a case study example in which a case company decides to outsource its 

logistics process to a third party. The decision-making criteria in the case study are evaluated 

and the cooperation is assessed in terms of the functionality of the process as well as metrics 

used to determine the state of cooperation. The study focuses on the Finnish retail industry. 

The previous literature lacks in case studies regarding performance analysis in supply chain 
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environment (Gunasekaran, Patel and McGaughey, 2004) and therefore this study 

contributes well to existing research.  

 

The main research question aims to describe the research problem. Additional research 

questions are meant to support the main research question to provide insight and detail to 

the research problem at hand. The main research question follows: 

 

RQ: What are the factors influencing the success of the outsourcing relationships? 

 

The success or failure of outsourcing can be affected by various factors. The assessment can 

begin from the early stages of make or buy interests and evolve all the way to the operating 

relationship. Each phase has significant relevance on the outcome and therefore all stages 

need to be considered in the overall assessment. To support the research question, three sub 

research questions are formed. The questions provide general understanding on the topic and 

provide insight on more specific issues. The questions also discuss the challenges one might 

face in outsourcing activities. Overall, the questions provide insight on different stages of 

the outsourcing relationship and provide the ground to answer the main research question. 

The sub-research questions are: 

 

SRQ1: Why do firms outsource and what are the decision-making criteria? 

 

SRQ2: How can the success of the relationship be measured, and which metrics are 

most suitable for outsourcing? 

 

SRQ3: What challenges have occurred in the outsourcing relationship of the case 

company? 

 

Before attempting to answer the main research question, it is necessary to consider whether 

the decision to outsource was successful. The decision-making criteria has a key role in 

assessing the opportunities regarding outsourcing. However, the decision-making criteria 

should also predict outcomes and provide estimates on the success. On the other hand, when 

the decision has been made, a firm should focus on measuring the cooperation in terms of 

how well the estimations succeeded as well as how to enhance the process in the future. The 
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assessment of the initial estimation is important in order to learn from the decision-making 

process. Focus on the future provides an opportunity to more efficiency of operations. 

Enhancing the process is crucial for future growth and development of business operations. 

After the decision is made, reversing it could be costly and labor intensive and therefore 

continuing to invest in the cooperation could be most beneficial even if the initial estimations 

do not realize as full. Lastly, the third sub-question aims to provide insight on the specific 

environment in which the case company operates. Although, an outsourcing relationship 

often enables many benefits for the parties involved, analyzing the challenges allows the 

perspective to switch to future development and growth. 

 

Figure 1. illustrates the framework of this study. The study is carried out as a case study. The 

case is presented in the business environment of the case company which is the retail 

business. This is highly relevant to the study as a case study is always subject to its 

environment and should not be taken out of context. The study is roughly divided into two 

phases. Firstly, the make or buy decision is considered and different decision-making criteria 

are introduced as well as considered later in the case environment. The literature chosen to 

introduce make or buy and outsourcing as a whole is based on transaction cost theory, 

resource-based view and multiple criteria decision making. The first phase aims to provide 

insight and answer the first sub research question (SRQ1). After this phase has been 

addressed and the process outsourced identified, the study proceeds to evaluate the success 

of the decision. At this stage the study utilizes the decision-making criteria presented as a 

base but also analyzes the observations from the case study. Secondly, there will be analysis 

of the current metrics used in the case example. The analysis is followed by a discussion on 

the development of the current metrics and development of new set of measures that could 

support the cooperation. This phase of evaluation is continuous and should be considered 

periodically, which is illustrated in the figure. The metrics reviewed include both service 

level related as well as performance related measurements. This phase aims to answer the 

sub research question 2 (SRQ2). The sub research question 3 (SRQ3) is mostly located in 

the middle of the figure to analyze the process outsourced. It does consider other aspects of 

the framework as well although the focus will be in the current situation and its features. 

Proper understanding on the issues related to the partnership is crucial in order to enhance 

the relationship and operations. It is notable that the challenges influencing the partnership 

can be identified within the firms involved as well as in the relationship management. 
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Figure 1. Theoretical framework  
 
 
1.3 Definitions and limitations 
 

Next, the key definitions relevant to the study will be defined to provide a basis for the 

theoretical section as well as the case study. The key concepts used in this study are widely 

discussed in previous literature and can be defined in various ways. The author has chosen 

definitions most accurate and well associated with the study. Also, the limitations of the 

study will be discussed. The limitations have been made to narrow the study to discuss the 

most relevant information to support the case study. 

 

1.3.1 Definitions 
 
The key concepts that require proper definitions are introduced next. The definitions have 

been chosen from the two empirical phenomena: make or buy and measuring and metrics. 

 

Make or buy: Fundamentally, make or buy decision has two options: “do it yourself” or 

contract with external providers (Peurach, Glazer and Winchell Lenhoff, 2012). Commonly 

used methods for decision making in outsourcing can be transaction cost economics or 

resource-based view. (Kenyon and Meixell, 2011) 
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Outsourcing: Outsourcing can be defined as transferring the governance of a process to a 

third party instead of managing it themselves (Lu et al. 2014). Outsourcing allows firms to 

efficiently perform their non-core-competency operations and activities while concentrating 

their efforts into revenue growth and differentiation (Aimi 2007). 

 

Resource-based view: Hinterhuber (2013) suggests that resource-based view (RBV) 

provides recommendations on how to increase profitability or develop current or new 

competitive advantages. Resource-based view is based on the Barney (1991) study that 

introduced the concept of competitive advantage in a form of attributes that create value, are 

rare among competitors, costly to imitate and have no substitutes available (VRIN-model). 

 

Transaction cost economics: Transaction cost economics is a largely supported paradigm 

that can be used to examine and predict the outcomes of make or buy decisions. The focus 

on transaction cost economics is in firm level economic determinants. (McNally and Griffin, 

2004) Transaction cost analysis aims to examine the comparative cost structure of planning, 

adopting and monitoring the overall task completion when completed in alternative 

governance structures (Williamson, 1996). The characteristics of the type of government 

structure are assess specificity, frequency and uncertainty (Alaghehband, Rivard, Wu and 

Goyette, 2011) 

 

Service level agreements: According to Hiles (1994) service level agreements (SLAs) are 

defined as agreements between the buyer and supplier on the minimum level of quality 

excepted in order to meet the business needs of the buyer. It is a contract that defines aspects 

of the service that the supplier will provide including information about the agreement, 

parties involved, term of the contract as well as how disagreements or changes are handled 

(Beaumont, 2006). 

 

Key performance indicators: The key performance indicators or KPIs are defined variables 

that arise from the business practices and activities (Anand and Grover, 2015). KPIs are 

commonly used generic performance measures that always have set target values (Ferreira 

et al., 2012). 
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1.3.2 Limitations 
 

There are a few limitations, exclusions and assumptions relevant to the study that will be 

discussed before proceeding further. The data used for the study has been obtained through 

interviews. The data is based on opinions given by the interviewees and is therefore 

potentially biased. The interviews are used as the main source of information and should be 

considered with such concerns given. However, careful consideration has been given to the 

selection of the interviewees to ensure a wide perspective and variety of views. 

 

Since the study covers multiple theoretical areas, delimitations have been made to focus on 

relevant theories. Make or buy decision has been narrowed down to focus on supply chain 

and logistics when relevant to provide theoretical understanding of the previous studies that 

support the business environment of the case study. Also, the literature acknowledges variety 

of decision-making criteria and therefore theory had to be delimited to cover the ones most 

relevant to the case example. 

 

When discussing measurements and metrics, the relevant focus points for the study have 

also been defined. The section focuses on performance related metrics giving insight on 

service level and performance estimation. The aim is to provide insight on how companies 

can better form a cohesive set of measures to evaluate a partnership.  

 

1.4 Research methodology 
 
The empirical section has been conducted using qualitative research methods. The interview 

method used to gather information for this case was semi-structured. The overall desired 

outcome of the interviews was to deepen understanding on the key themes of the study and 

to provide information to support the analysis. The main content of the interviews was 

closely related to three themes: outsourcing and make or buy decision, cooperation and the 

business process and measuring and metrics. The goal was to firstly gain overall 

understanding of the reasoning and preparation behind the cooperation. Secondly, the 

interviews focused on the beginning of cooperation as well as current situation. The aim was 

to gain a comprehensive understanding on the success and challenges of the partnership. 

Lastly, the interview proceeded to discuss the success is measured and how the measurement 

process can be improved in the future.  
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The case required in depth information from both the case company as well as the new 

logistics partner. Therefore, the interviewees were selected from each party based on their 

knowledge and involvement in the project instead of random selection. The questionnaires 

consisted of 30-35 open-ended questions and the interviews followed the questionnaires, 

although the order of questions was slightly modified for the interviewees. 

 
1.5 Structure of the study 
 
Next there will be a brief introduction on the structure of this study. The study begins with 

an introduction and continues to discuss theory through review of previous literature. 

Following the discussion of the previous literature, there will be an empirical section 

including practical implications of the theory and analysis of the research material gained 

through interviews of the key personnel of the case company and the partner company. 

Lastly the findings of the study will be summed up in conclusions including a discussion of 

the study and future applications and recommendations. 

 

The theoretical section discussing previous literature related to the key themes of the study 

provides a foundation for the empirical study. The theory will begin with a discussion of 

make or buy decision from multiple angles: more traditional transaction cost theory, 

resource-based view and practical approaches which includes multiple criteria decision-

making models. The aim of this section is to provide insight on why a firm would take on 

make or buy decision-making and what are the key concepts that influence the decision-

making process. Secondly, there will be a section introducing the most typical success 

measures in form of service level measurements and performance measurements. This 

section discusses measures relevant to outsourcing partnership and provides measurement 

designs that can be enhanced. 

 

The empirical part will begin with a description of the research methods including the data 

collection method and analysis. Before the empirical study and findings there will be an 

introduction of the case company, its business environment and market position to provide 

a holistic understanding of the starting point of the study. The empirical section will utilize 

both the theory and interviews to form an analysis of the research problem. It will be formed 

based on the interview questionnaire and divided into three categories: make or buy decision 
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and outsourcing, cooperation and the business process and measuring and metrics. The 

findings will be introduced in conclusions and discussion followed by managerial 

implications, limitations and future recommendations. Conclusions will categorize the 

findings based on the research questions and reflect them with previous literature. 

Managerial implications are divided into similar sections as the empirical part and will 

discuss practical actions that managers could take. 
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2 MAKE OR BUY DECISION 
 

Within the phenomena of supply management, managers have in recent years been 

concerned about the concept of make or buy (Holcomb and Hitt, 2007). Peurach et al. 

suggest that the decision is fundamentally whether to produce yourself or seek for a third 

party to produce it for you. According to Padillo and Diaby, (1999) in the modern business 

environment, the make or buy decision is associated with whether to source, outsource or 

subcontract. They suggest that the decision can impact the internal processes of the firm in 

the form of production methods, financial position, capabilities, core capabilities and 

ultimately the overall competitive position in the market. On the other hand, Padillo and 

Diaby, (1999) recognize the impact on external processes and partners including suppliers, 

distributors and customers. However, external environment of which the firm has restricted 

influence on, tends to be the factor to activate the triggers to begin make or by decision-

making (Cánez et al., 2000). According to Beaumont (2006) reasons to outsource could arise 

from the need to reduce costs and improve the overall quality of the service, risk avoidance 

or focusing on core competencies. When a firm lacks knowledge and know-how, turning to 

a supplier may be the simplest way to gain access to the needed resources without having to 

explore the skills and technologies needed (Cánez et al., 2000). However, the disadvantages 

of outsourcing such as loss of competencies, security and confidentiality, logistics and 

transfer problems, source of costs, cultural misfit and lack of flexibility should be recognized 

as well (Beaumont, 2006). 

 

Even though the strategic importance of the decision-making criteria has been 

acknowledged, cost has been the main or sole reason in the decision-making process in the 

past. Just recently, the focus has switched to basing the decisions on more practical criteria 

to provide guidance on the decision making. These include for example, skills, technologies, 

complexity and total acquisition cost. The key trigger of the make or buy decision should be 

identified to form and evaluate relevant key measures for the decision-making process. 

(Cánez et al., 2000) However, there is not necessarily a general model for the identification 

of evaluation criteria and hence it is highly circumstantial and the relevance of the criteria 

may vary (Braglia and Petroni, 2000). According to Holcomb and Hitt (2007) and Keynon 

and Meixell (2011) commonly used methods for decision making in outsourcing can be 

transaction cost economics or resource-based view. Transaction cost economics provide a 
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more financial angle focusing on cost benefit tradeoff between internal operations, process 

execution and external sourcing for the same process. Financial performance and measures 

are relevant to assess the effectiveness of each option. (Kenyon and Meixell, 2011) 

Traditionally the financial factors have been emphasized indecision making models. 

Although many authors such as Padillo and Diaby, (1999) have argued that multiple criteria 

models provide more holistic arguments, they also acknowledge the importance of financial 

performance and factors including costs, investments and ROI (return on investment). 

 

The decision-making process itself can be carried out in various different ways. According 

to Braglia and Petroni (2000) there is an emerging trend of involving personnel from 

different functional areas in the selection and evaluation process.  Cánez et al. (2000) suggest 

that a four stage model could be useful to provide comprehensive information to assist the 

comparision of the options avaliable. The four stages of the study of Cánez et al. (2000) 

include the preparation phase, data collection, data analysis and feedback. The first stage 

includes formation of the team which then aims to identify the key elements of the analysis 

(Cánez et al., 2000). According to Tayles and Drury, (2001) the decision whether to make 

or buy should begin with evaluation of wether the process or component reviewed is strategic 

to the firm. In stage two the participants of the team each collect evidence. Based on the 

findings the team will organize workshops around the themes of for example weightings, 

ratings and costing. (Cánez et al., 2000)  Tayles and Drury, (2001) agree that assessing the 

cost to inhouse or outsource is highly logical, since if the capability is needed and investment 

required, the company should consider buying based on economic imperative of good return. 

Weighings are important since the relative importance of each factor needs to be rated. The 

importance of each factor may differ for example in different industries. The factors then 

need to be rated according to the assessment criteria both in inhousing and outsourcing 

settings. Next, the cost structures of the alternatives are analyzed. The information is then 

analyzed in the third stage and the final scores are calculated for each alternative in which 

the higest score indicates the most successful option. Additionally weighted gaps for the 

areas of the process and sensitivity analysis are conducted. Lastly, the researcher can provide 

two-way feedback on the study and discuss its implications with the participants. In addition, 

other facilitators can be used to add perspectives to the process. The issues that have arised 

should be addressed and the usefullness of the end result should be analyzed. (Cánez et al., 

2000) 
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The next section is divided into several categories. Firstly, it is necessary to understand why 

companies choose to outsource and when do they start the process of make or buy decision. 

Secondly, the make or buy decision can be made using various criteria. The criteria are 

discussed in three sections. Firstly, perhaps the most traditional decision-making model 

transaction cost theory will be discussed. The competence-based criteria are considered 

using resource-based view. Lastly the practical approaches are discussed. Although the 

topics are discussed separately hence the previous literature tends to be more focused on one 

or the other, all aspects should be considered equally in the decision making as suggested by 

Cánez, et al. (2000) and Padillo and Diaby, (1999). The chapter will aim to provide insight 

on the topics form a supply chain point of view when relevant. 

 

2.1 Outsourcing 
 
To begin the make or buy decision making process it is crucial to understand why companies 

choose to start the process of outsourcing. Outsourcing is typically widely used in firms to 

enhance performance and agility as well as cut operational costs (Solakivi, Töyli, Engblom 

and Ojala, 2011) According to Franceschini et al. (2003) the crucial drivers for outsourcing 

decision are cost efficiency and reorganization of production. Aimi (2007) agrees that 

commonly outsourcing is used to reduce cost and use the working capital more efficiently. 

They continue that it can be also enhanced as a way to perform non-core competency 

activities more efficiently. Mellat-Parast and Spillan (2014) suggest that one of the major 

decisions is to define whether to outsource a company’s entire logistics and supply chain 

operations or a single process. According to Kenyon and Meixell (2011) outsourcing supply 

chain activities is not uncommon and it can be done for the entire supply chain system or for 

a segment of it.  Solakivi et al. (2011) agree that outsourcing in supply chain has evolved 

from outsourcing of an individual service such as transportation or warehousing to more 

complex services and service packages.  

 

Aimi (2007) suggests that there are four steps into maximizing the benefits of outsourcing 

logistics: 

 

1. “Evaluate whether outsourcing is right for your company. 
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2. Determine exactly what functions to outsource and the performance expectations. 

3. Use a well-defined professional selection process to evaluate and select which 

provider(s) are right for the job. 

4. Create an agreement that will yield the best results over time.” 

 

When evaluating the necessity of the relationship the company should consider if the 

expertise needed are available internally. Some believe that external actors are supreme at 

achieving lower costs and more productive and efficient, although that might not always be 

the case. The next step is to define which functions should be outsourced and setting clear 

requirements on how the process will function once outsourced. Especially in today’s 

business environment it is important to consider the specific technology requirements and 

information flows needed. Also, service level expectations are crucial, including service 

level agreements (SLAs) and performance expectation in a form of key performance 

indicators (KPIs). The selection process on the other hand should include extensive analysis 

on how well the providers can meet the needs of the company in terms of their familiarity of 

the process. Lastly, the agreements should leave room for opportunities to improve the 

process. The successful relationship establishes clear procedures for problem resolution and 

specifies the performance targets as well as monitors the development. (Aimi, 2007) 

 

According to Barratt (2004) a supply chain collaboration requires four factors: “trust, 

mutuality, information exchange and openness and communications”. Efficient cooperation 

between partners in a supply chain setting requires trust and commitment (Lee and 

Billington, 1992). A good partnership requires mutual understanding on the relationship 

being advantageous to both parties. There are several ways of ensuring satisfaction including 

implementing a performance-based reward system to motivate performance development. 

(Aimi, 2007) Information exchange, on the other hand can be fully leveraged through 

process integration which is collaborate working between the partners sharing systems and 

information. Openness and honesty require information exchange as well. To develop trust 

the information for example regarding late deliveries should be shared earlier rather than 

later to increase the level of transparity. (Barratt, 2004) The four factors bundle together and 

are all dependent on each other. 
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Outsourcing logistics activities to a partner that can operate more effectively and efficiently 

to lower cost is a strategic decision. However, it is necessary to consider the company’s 

strategic objectives before evaluating and selecting a logistics service provider to achieve 

the expected benefits. (Alkhatib, 2017) According to Keynyon and Meixell (2011) the key 

to successful outsourcing when it comes to supply chain activities is to align it with the 

supply chain strategy of the company. Supply chain strategy can be defined as an 

organization’s strategy linked to its practices regarding logistics and supply chain 

management. The aim of supply chain strategy is to reduce cost, develop customer service 

and enhance coordination both in internal and external processes. (Mellat-Parast and Spillan, 

2014)  Both Keynyon and Meixell (2011) and Mellat-Parast and Spillan (2014) agree that 

poor alignment with chosen strategy and practices could result in inefficiencies and 

ineffective and costly activities that do not improve the existing supply chain structure and 

might not lead to expected results. Therefore, analyzing and understanding the strategic 

picture is key to successful outsourcing. Furthermore, Mellat-Parast and Spillan (2014) 

suggest that firms should pay attention to development of practices and processes consistent 

of the chosen supply chain strategy. 

 

2.1.1 Advantages of outsourcing 
 
Outsourcing processes to actors that specialize in those allows firms have an opportunity to 

shift focus to activities that create value and therefore can maximize their efficiency and 

effectiveness. Also, outsourcing may result in cost reduction, as well as resources needed 

for investments in facilities, equipment and personnel could decrease. (Jiang, Frazier and 

Prater, 2006) According to Ferreira et al. (2012) a driving force in forming partnerships is 

seeking for a win-win situation which can be achieved through creating valuable trust, 

mutual commitment and improved performance. Outsourcing provides an opportunity to 

gain for example cost advantages, however the benefits may not be sustainable which could 

result in dissatisfaction to the service. Therefore, it is important to assess the outcome of 

outsourcing to the firm’s competitiveness and performance as well as analyze the overall 

impact of the decision. (Kenyon and Meixell, 2011) Profitability is without a doubt the most 

important factor defining the performance of a company. Traditionally when firms are doing 

well, they are tempted to inhouse operations: hire new staff and buy new facilities. However, 

when properly executed outsourcing can increase profitability in following forms: staffing, 
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capabilities, facilities and payroll. Hence salaries are one of the largest business costs, the 

firms might want to consider alternative options for temporary labor requirements. This 

could include use of independent contractors or bringing in a consultant to fill in the 

knowledge gap without adding them to payroll. On the other hand, short term needs could 

also affect facilities and investing resources into buildings may not serve long-term plans. 

(Jiang, Frazier and Prater, 2006) 

 

Lu et al. (2014) suggest that the high level of complexity related to especially offshore 

outsourcing has made an increasing number of firms to consider outsourcing their supply 

chain management activities entirely or partly. They continue that various types of supply 

chain management outsourcing include procurement outsourcing, third-party logistics and 

third-party governance for the entire supply chain. Advantages of supply chain outsourcing 

can be sustainable and difficult to imitate by competitors or unsustainable and easily 

implemented by other companies. Sustainable advantages can be implemented through 

process integration in supply chain. It is unique cooperation-based advantage that is difficult 

to imitate. (Kenyon and Meixell, 2011) This assumption aligns with the concept of 

competitive advantage by Barney (1991), in which competitive advantage is valuable, rare, 

inimitable and organized. Companies can choose to outsource logistics as a way to gain 

competitive advantage. Outsourcing approach can provide significant competitive advantage 

for companies that compete in improving customer service and reducing logistics. (Alkhatib, 

2017) Competitive advantages can in fact be gained through outsourcing, however according 

to Barney (2012) the actors need to be careful not to outsource operations that bring 

competitive advantages to the company. 

 

2.2 Transaction cost theory 
 

Transaction cost analysis aims to examine the comparative cost structure of planning, 

adopting and monitoring the overall task completion when completed in alternative 

governance structures (Williamson, 1996). Transactions could be defined as the effort, time 

and costs related to searching, negotiating, creating, monitoring and enforcing a service 

contract between two parties typically a buyer and supplier (Dhar, 2006). The transactional 

costs on the other hand, include bargaining costs, monitoring costs, contractual opportunism 

costs, market costs and managerial costs (Franceschini, Galetto, Pignatelli and Varetto, 
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2003). Transaction cost analysis aims to provide information on whether current sourcing 

arrangements serve the strategic interests of the firm or if the company should consider 

replacing them with new arrangements that better serve its interests. (Walker, 1988) Both 

Rindfleisch and Heide (1997) Yang, Wacker and Sheu (2011) argue that the framework 

poses a question regarding the governance of the relationship. They suggest that the 

governance structure could be market or hierarchy, leaving opportunity for a hybrid mode 

somewhere in between. 

 

The characteristics of the type of government structure are assess specificity, frequency and 

uncertainty (Alaghehband et al. 2011). Also, according to Williamson (1996, 59) the 

principal factors to transaction cost economics include “the frequency with which they recur, 

the degree and type of uncertainty to which they are subject, and the condition of assets 

specify”. However, many implications on transaction cost theory have emphasized the last 

factor of the three: the condition of assets specify (Williamson, 1996, 59). The decision-

making criteria in transaction cost approach should be considered from both an uncertainty 

and assets specificity standpoint. According to previous research the two factors should 

always be analyzed jointly but presently those can in fact be analyzed separately as well. 

(Walker and Weber, 1984) Alaghehband et al. (2011) suggest that when the transaction 

characteristics have been considered the transaction is likely going to be formed in a cost-

efficient manner. 

 

2.2.1 Assets specificity 
 

Assets specificity can be defined as the degree of which the assets or resources can be 

reorganized to alternative users as well as by the alternative users without having to sacrifice 

the productive value of the assets in hand (Williamson, 1996). Alaghehband et al. (2011) 

describe assets specificity as the second-best use of a transaction. In other words, assets 

specificity is the degree of customization required in the transaction including site 

specificity, human and physical assets specificity (Dhar, 2006). According to Williamson 

(1996) It should be acknowledged that assets specificity in fact can take various forms 

including human assets but not excluding other options. According to Rindfleich and Heide 

(1997) human assets are in fact typically substantial and important cost but they also 

acknowledge that there are physical and environmental assets as well. Assets can be solely 
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purposed for a specific transaction and are therefore highly specialized and not applicable 

outside the buyer-supplier relationship in question. The level of specificity can vary based 

on the uniqueness of the assets associated with goods or services that are being transacted. 

(Walker and Weber, 1984) According to Dahr (2006) the higher the level of assets specificity 

the higher the transaction cost will be.  

 

In outsourcing the level of asset specificity should be considered. If the level of asset 

specificity increases, the producer becomes also increasingly vulnerable to delays in future 

transactions hence of dedicated assets. In the outsourcing partnership switching costs are 

relatively high, which causes vulnerability to the buyer as well. (Yang et al., 2012) The 

switching cost could also lead to opportunistic behavior from the side of the supplier. For 

example, if the supplier needs to invest in highly specific machinery in order to serve the 

buyer, the power dynamic shifts in their favor and enables opportunistic behavior. (Cruz, 

Haugan and Rincon, 2014) When the level of assets specificity is low the suppliers possess 

advantages over buyer when it comes to production. Therefore, the suppliers can achieve a 

production cost advantage hence their ability to gather uncorrelated or negatively correlated 

demand which they can enhance in production leading to flow in production schedules and 

increase in economies of scale. Although the high level of assets specificity encourages the 

firm to in house the production, they should consider the production cost favor of the supplier 

and continue to source until the significance of the cost favor decreases. (Walker and Weber, 

1984) 

 

2.2.2 Uncertainty 
 

Uncertainty is considered as an important concept in transaction cost theory and could 

potentially lead to incomplete contracts (Weber and Mayer, 2014). Both Williamson (1996) 

and Walker and Weber (1984) agree that efficient use of resources can be determined by 

analyzing the uncertainty related to the execution of the transaction. When the overall 

transaction process contains elements of high uncertainty, the buyer can reduce the risks 

associated by having complete control over the transaction by preferably in housing the 

production. This will avoid opportunistic behavior from the supplier and allows the company 

to analyze and evaluate the performance realistically. (Walker and Weber, 1984) According 

to Dhar (2006) opportunistic behavior occurs when the control of a process is given for an 
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external party. Although, the cost can decrease by outsourcing, monitoring can be difficult 

and costly. Control can be achieved by complex institutional frameworks which attempt to 

constrain supplier opportunism or alternatively invest in inhousing and internal 

manufacturing. When a firm is operating under high uncertainty sourcing relationships such 

as vertical integration become an ultimate sourcing option compared to the market. 

However, investing in either in housing or in building a supply relationship cannot be cost 

effective unless the assets required are strategically important to the buyer (Walker, 1988). 

Influence of uncertainty should be held at a moderate level. However, the environment in 

which the decision maker is located at can influence the level of uncertainty depending on 

the complexity of the environment. For example, in competitive market where the level of 

assets specificity is low, buyer can move their production to be executed by any of the actors 

available possessing the needed assets if the terms of the existing contract do not suit their 

strategy. Although switching the supplier might not be necessary hence in an environment 

with low uncertainty, the buyer has power over the content of the contract and therefore can 

defend itself against opportunistic behavior from the supplier. (Walker and Weber, 1984) 

 

According to Walker and Weber (1984) uncertainty can arise from two factors: volume or 

technology. The level uncertainty related to volume depends on the ability to predict and 

estimate demand of the component or service needed. If the uncertainty and the variation of 

demand are high, suppliers can be faced with unexpected production costs when they run 

out of stock or overproduce and need to store the extra production. (Walker and Weber, 

1984) Weber and Mayer (2014) argue that also informational uncertainty by which they 

mean information overload, should be considered. According to Walker (1988) the sources 

of uncertainty could lead to unexpected costs arising from adjustments that had to be made 

in schedules or engineering regarding the product specifications. They continue that the cost 

of governing contracts increases based on the level of uncertainty. On the other hand, 

uncertainty could arise from high levels of behavioral uncertainty or environmental 

uncertainty. Behavioral uncertainty can be managed through increased vertical integration 

and monitoring (Rindfleisch and Heide, 1997). 

 

For buyers on the other hand uncertainty could mean stock outs or excess inventory 

depending on the storage contract. These events resulting from uncertainty of volume could 

lead to renegotiation of the contract halfway through the contract period, which increases 
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the transaction costs. (Walker and Weber, 1984) This aligns with the study of Walker (1988) 

in which the author argues that uncertainty increases the costs related to contract negotiations 

when the changes are unpredictable. If renegotiation of a contract is necessary during the 

contract term, the buyer can have advantage if it has alternative suppliers and the switching 

cost is low. However, if alternative suppliers are not available or there is only few, the 

adjustment costs could fall for the buyer, and hence the supplier has more bargaining power. 

(Walker, 1988) Uncertainty in technology changes arise from the constant development in 

new technology which could lead to changes in the components. The level of technological 

uncertainty may vary based on the experience and skills of the buyer or the supplier. If the 

uncertainty in technology is high and the probability of having to make changes to sourced 

components is high, the administrative costs can increase hence the continuous 

renegotiations which require coordinating. (Walker and Weber, 1984) 

 

Previous literature has not typically fully considered the level of experience the buyer 

possesses in production. Previous experience in production should significantly lower the 

cost advantage typically held by the supplier over the buyer and therefor the cost advantage 

has lower impact on the decision-making process. Also, firms with inhouse experience of 

production have information and data on the process and can therefore avoid the 

opportunistic behavior and bargaining of the supplier and at the same time enhance the 

economies of scale provided by outsourcing. (Walker and Weber, 1984) Opportunistic 

behavior from a supplier can be highly damageable in collaborative relationships especially 

if the supplier takes advantage of information asymmetry, concealing delivery information 

or inventory availability information (Huo, Ye, Zhao, Wei and Hua, 2018).  Overall in this 

situation the buyer can gain cost advantage from sourcing from the market and lower the 

risk of opportunistic behavior so the decision should be to buy the component from a supplier 

instead of in housing. (Walker and Weber, 1984) 

 

2.3 Resource based view 
 
Today’s business environment puts extra pressure on firms to focus on identifying their core 

competence and constantly look for competitive advantages and new innovations (Ferreira 

et al. 2012) According to Hinterhuber (2013) resource-based view provides 

recommendations on how to increase profitability or develop current or new competitive 
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advantages. Next there will be a discussion on resource-based view. First, the phenomena 

will be defined using the highly referenced model by Barney (1991). Secondly, competitive 

advantage as a concept will be addressed. 

 

Wade and Hulland (2004) suggest that theorists have struggled with the definition of a 

resource. According to Wernerfelt (1984) resources could be anything that either strengthen 

or weaken a firm including brands, knowledge, personnel, contracts, machinery or capital. 

Grant (1991) lists capital equipment, knowledge of personnel, intangible assets such as 

patents, brand names and finance. Resources can be tangible such as equipment or 

technology, or intangible including reputation or knowledge (Huo, Han and Prajogo, 2016). 

Resource based view (RBV) is typically based on study by Barney (1991) that introduced 

the concept of competitive advantage in the form of attributes that create value, are rare 

among competitors, costly to imitate and have no substitutes available. These four factors 

come together as VRIN-model that provides grounds for RBV. The availability of resources 

or the rarity, tends to be beneficial for the holder in terms of returns. If there are substitutes, 

it is inevitable that the returns will be scattered (Wernerfelt, 1984). Inimitability can also be 

ensured by highly complex organizational routines (Grant, 1991). Firms can also 

intentionally aim to build barriers to make it difficult for competitors to copy. These could 

be related to their machine capacity, customer loyalty, technological leads or production 

experience. (Wernerfelt, 1984) Wade and Hulland (2004) point out that the aim of resource-

based view is to link the heterogenous, imperfectly mobile and company-specific sets of 

resources to ensure the competitive position. Three of the given advantages are intangible 

and therefore quite difficult to imitate. RBV can be used to identify linkages between causes 

such as resources and effects including competitive advantage and performance. However, 

RBV poses a fundamental problem hence it lacks future orientation and can therefore not 

differentiate the level of value in resources and capabilities (Hinterhuber, 2013). 

 

According to Grant (1991) competitive advantage is built on two factors: cost advantage 

(technology, economies of scale) and differentiation advantage (brands, marketing, service 

capabilities). They continue that the main source of competitive advantage are capabilities. 

Competitive advantage can occur in a form of short-term competitive advantage which has 

the ability to evolve into a sustainable competitive advantage over time. Firms often possess 

variety of different resources but only a few of them have the potential to transform the 
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position of the firm into a sustainable competitive advantage (Wade and Hulland, 2004). The 

transformation process is illustrated in Figure 2.  

 

 
Figure 2. The resource-based view over time (Wade and Hulland, 2004) 

 

As demonstrated in Figure 2. acquiring a sustainable competitive advantage requires the 

factors introduced by Barney (1991) in VRIN-model. Valuable and rare resources that are 

owned or controlled can provide temporary competitive advantage. Without valuable 

resources though, a firm has very little and limited possibilities of gaining sustainable 

competitive advantage. On the other hand, even valuable resources cannot become 

competitive advantages if they are not rare. To sustain the competitive advantage overtime, 

it has to be protected against imitation, transfer and substitution. Once a sustainable 

competitive advantage has been obtained it is likely that competitors seek to copy it for 

example by attempting to source same or similar resources. (Wade and Hulland, 2004)  

According to Barney (1991) low imitability can be obtained through unique firm history, 

casual ambiguity or social complexity. On the other hand, Wade and Hulland (2004) suggest 

that if the firm is able to acquire all recourses necessary to imitate, the competitors have little 

chance to gain the same advantage. On the other hand, the resources could be out of reach 

geographically, due imperfect information, firm-specific resources needed or the immobility 

of capabilities, which leads to inimitability from competitors (Grant, 1991). According to 

Barney (2012) the purchasing functions possess attributes that possibly make them 

sustainable competitive advantage. Although, supply chain management has even greater 
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chances of being a competitive advantage (Barney, 2012). Therefore, outsourcing the 

operations needs to be considered carefully, since competitive advantages should not be 

outsourced. 

 

2.4 Multiple criteria decision making 
 

Next section discusses the multiple criteria decision-making model that has also been 

referred to as practical approach. According to Padillo and Diaby, (1999) the make or buy 

decision should be considered as a multiple criteria decision-making problem, allowing the 

relevant issues to be incorporated to the analytical model. The concept is based on a view 

that the decision making process requires multiple criteria in order to provide realistic and 

holistic model. 

 

Padillo and Diaby, (1999) propose a multiple criteria model to support the decision-making 

process. Their study suggests that the first step is to define the focus of the decision analysis 

to identify the most suitable sourcing alternative for the components, manufacturing process 

or an activity of the value chain. In other words, the authors are suggesting that the focus of 

the make or buy decision can be a function, process or activity rather than a product or a 

component. Franceschini et al (2003) agree that utilizing multiple-criteria in decision making 

can be beneficial in selecting the most successful strategy. At the beginning of the process 

the planning horizon or the schedule should be defined. Generally, the time span could be 

range from one to five years hence the dynamic nature of the analysis assessing the 

performance of the alternatives in the future tense. Next the objectives and attributes 

affecting the process should be considered. The study recognizes four conflicting objectives: 

maximization of strategic and competitive performance, maximization of managerial 

performance, maximization of financial performance and minimization of sourcing risks. 

All objects are linked to a set of attributes that measure the performance of the alternatives 

including financial measures, analysis of relations, quality and reliability figures and risk 

analysis in various criteria. (Padillo and Diaby, 1999) Franceschini et al (2003) suggest that 

quality attributes such as technical quality should be considered as well as other criteria 

including price, ability to manage the relationship and market positioning. Another model 

suggesting four objectives to be considered is by Cánez, et al. (2000). In their study they 

argue that the four objectives should be technology and manufacturing processes, cost, 
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supply chain management and logistics and support systems. The model suggests that the 

trigger leads to a cluster of the four factors relevant to the decision-making process. Again, 

the objectives are linked to factors that measure the relevance and performance of the 

objectives.  

 

To maintain autonomy and market position the firm must continuously achieve above 

normal profits compared to competitors and other actors within the market contributing to 

the firm’s competitive advantage. The assets gained from focusing on competitive advantage 

should be additional to the assets gained from following a business strategy. (Walker, 1988) 

Therefore those value creating assets should be protected from imitation (Padillo and Diaby, 

1999). According to Walker (1988) when following these two principles as well as following 

a strategy of differentiation the actions should lead to an increase in market share by 

emphasizing the valuable assets and preventing imitation. 

 

Clearly the literature indicates that multiple criteria should be utilized in the decision-making 

process. According to Padillo and Diaby, (1999) the make or buy decision needs to be treated 

as a multiple criteria decision-making process for all the relevant issues to be considered and 

incorporated in the analytical model used. However, choosing the appropriate criteria can be 

challenging. The management can choose to look at the decision-making criteria from 

various perspectives regarding the efficient use of resources available. Tayles and Drury 

(2001) suggest that the decision-making criteria should be influenced by several factors 

including naturally the cost and profitability but also consideration of strategic performance, 

detailed financial analysis, efficiency and risk evaluation related to reliability of deliveries, 

lead times and supplier quality. The study of Padillo and Diaby, (1999) focused on 

maximization and minimization of factors such as maximization of strategic performance, 

managerial performance and financial performance. The factors are divided in this study to 

three sections: strategic performance and management, risk assessment and financial 

performance.  

 

2.4.1 Strategic performance and management 
 
The maximization of strategic performance aims to analyze the overall competitive priorities 

of the organization and link those to the performance of internal and external supply partners 
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and activities (Padillo and Diaby, 1999). According to Braglia and Petroni (2000) the 

performance criteria could be customized to support the organizational objectives and 

circumstances regarding the subject. To form an understanding of the competitive priorities 

the company should look to identify the order winning criteria (OWC) (Padillo and Diaby, 

1999). According to Åke Hörte and Ylinenpää, (1997) OWC is about creating the most 

attractive market offer to fill the needs and wants of the customer and at the same time 

providing the ultimately most attractive product in the market. It is fundamental to be able 

to make more attractive offer than the competitors in order to survive and develop the firm. 

Therefore, the competitiveness of the firm is defined by the ability to make decisions that 

support the corporate and marketing objectives, consider the knowledge of the market and 

efficiently utilize the overall resources to support the order winning criteria. (Åke Hörte and 

Ylinenpää, 1997) Padillo and Diaby, (1999) agree that the chosen strategy should support 

the order winning criteria of the firm and therefore should be aligned. They continue that for 

example typical order winning criteria are cost, quality and reliability, flexibility and image. 

Other order winning criteria could be product related such as features or design, price or 

delivery (Åke Hörte and Ylinenpää, 1997). On the other hand, the chosen strategy needs to 

align with the company’s overall strategy in other business aspects as well. Hence 

technology and information systems have such high importance in today’s business, the 

firm’s technology strategy should support the outsourcing strategy (Tayles and Drury, 2001). 

 

The second criteria proposed by Padillo and Diaby, (1999) is the maximization of managerial 

power. This could be defined as a measure of effectiveness of the firm’s ability to coordinate 

sourcing transactions and the impact of the decision on the internal and external networks. 

The internal relations are naturally tightly related to the employees of the firm and more 

specifically to the morale and employee development. These factors explain how the 

employee interacts with and feels about the company and about employee development. The 

decision-making criteria should ensure the stability of employees and be considerate of 

possible layoffs or high levels of overtime. External relations on the other hand are focused 

on the relationships with the suppliers and customers. The decision to switch suppliers or 

inhouse can impact the supplier’s position drastically and could threaten the existing 

relationships with supplier networks. However, the customers can also react to the changes 

if they perceive that the firm is not committed to the customers preferences, business or 

market segment. (Padillo and Diaby, 1999) In the study of Tayles and Drury, (2001) when a 
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strategic multiple criteria decision-making model was applied, the managers were much 

more likely to discuss the issues that arise during the process as well as argue for or against 

process decision or component. Padillo and Diaby, (1999) agree that the managerial 

performance of the firm is dependent on how efficiently and effectively managers are able 

to coordinate the dependencies between both activities and operations. Outsourcing can 

cause difficulties in coordination and planning of the activity but internalizing more 

activities than the firm is capable of handling could negatively affect the managerial 

performance (Padillo and Diaby, 1999). For example, Walker and Weber (1984) argue that 

in manufacturing setting the level of difficulty in planning and coordination, the uncertainty 

of possible changes in specifications and technology in question should be considered in the 

decision making. If the process has high uncertainty and unstable factors it could increase 

the managing risk of outsourcing. On the other hand, according to Padillo and Diaby, (1999) 

the managers should pay attention to other actors within the industry and benchmark 

performance to compare it with their own functions.  

 

2.4.2 Risk assessment 
 

The minimization on the other hand could include minimization of sourcing risk suggested 

by Padillo and Diaby (1999). All internal and external sourcing relationships include various 

amounts of and types of risks which are dependent on the nature of the transaction in hand, 

the type of relationship as well as the overall stability of the supplier. Since firms aim to 

minimize risk in all aspects of the business this factor should be taken into consideration in 

the decision making (Padillo and Diaby, 1999). If the management is struggling to control 

of the process internally, the risk of facing difficulties in outsourcing relationship is 

relatively high. If the managers do not possess the knowledge and skills to manage 

inhousing, they could need more professional knowledge to overview the purchasing and 

contracting. (Vijayvargiya and Dey, 2010) Typical risk assessment techniques are simple 

risk-adjustment and probabilistic risk analysis. In simple risk-adjustment the estimations are 

based on either underlying cash flows or the evaluation model including for example 

increasing the discount rate and lowering the payback criterion for projects with high risk. 

Probabilistic risk analysis (PRA) on the other hand, is based on overall understanding of 

risks involved in critical variables and their probabilities. PRA analysis typically includes 

for example basic probability analysis as well as decision-tree analysis. (Ho and Pike, 1992) 
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There are four relevant risks that should be considered: appropriation risk, technology 

diffusion risk, end-product degradation risk and supply disruption risk (Walker, 1988). 

Appropiation risk is related to the skills and capabilities of the supplier in a sense of the 

strategic value it can offer to the buying firm. If the supplier possesses assets and 

characteristics with high strategic value compared to alternative suppliers, the buying firm 

may become subject to opportunistic behavior by the supplier. (Padillo and Diaby, 1999) 

According to Walker (1988) the situation could lead to increased prices set by the supplier. 

Appropriation risk can also occur when the switching cost to another supplier is relatively 

high (Padillo and Diaby, 1999). This could be caused by specialization of assets (Walker, 

1988). Second risk category is technology diffusion risk. According to Walker, (1988) the 

diffucion risk could be described as the likelihood of other actors imitating firm’s value 

creating assets. This risk concerns with the risk of confidential value creating assets being 

leaked third parties such as competitors, when forming a relationship with a new supplier. 

These value creating assets could include knowledge and know-how, design or 

manufacturing information. Both risks identified are most applicable when it comes to 

situations that involve outside suppliers. (Padillo and Diaby, 1999) End-product degradation 

risk is defined by Walker (1988) as important product related assets being distorted, ignored 

or impaired at any stage of distribution, marketing or in technical infrastructure. This risk is 

most relevant when outsourcing an activity or operation that is located in the process 

between the firm and the customer. This stage reguires the company to pay close attention 

to the product attributes and stay aware of ever changing and evolving customer needs. This 

risk is not involved in all make or buy decisions hence the requirement of supplier being 

closer to the customer than the firm itself. Finally, supply disruption risk can be utilized in 

decision making processes concerning both inhouse and outsourcing. The alternatives 

should be weighted and analyzed to identify possible risks and dangers such as interruptions 

or delays. The firm should focus on assuring reliable delivery and consider it as a factor in 

the decision-making process. (Padillo and Diaby, 1999) 

 

2.4.3 Financial performance 
 

The financial performance is perhaps the most common criteria used in decision making. 

The financial estimations are often based on the concept is transaction cost theory introduced 
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earlier and therefore the phenomena will be discussed briefly. Financial performance can be 

viewed from two perspectives, a firm can either focus on minimizing the cost or 

maximization of financial performance.  

 

The simplest decision making criteria available could be simply to compare the inhousing 

cost to prices charged by external suppliers (Arya, Mittendorf and Sappington, 2008). A 

profitability is a key factor on financial estimation. Profitable partnership can be built on 

economization in other words reducing cost. (Brandes, Lilliecreutz and Brege, 1997) 

According to Padillo and Diaby, (1999) too often firms solely concentrate on the financial 

performance as the only input relevant to the decision-making process.  

 

Padillo and Diaby, (1999) suggest that financial performance should be measured analyzing 

cost, investments and return on investment (ROI). The cost should be considered utilizing 

three figures: the total acquisition cost, the inhouse unit cost and prices of suppliers. Total 

acquisition cost includes all cost related to the acquisition including preparing the site for 

manufacturing as well as training the personnel to perform the tasks needed in the process. 

On the other hand, the estimates of in-house costs should be considered in collaboration with 

the supplier of the equipment to achieve reliable analysis of costs regarding the inhousing. 

The supplier prices should be allocated to get a reliable understanding of the overall 

overheads. (Cánez, et al. 2000) After analyzing the options from financial perspective the 

figures can be used to compare the options from all aspects. 
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3 SUCCESS OF THE RELATIONSHIP AND HOW IT CAN BE 
MEASURED 

 

According to Hofman (2004) although measuring is not considered as a new practice the 

need for a more comprehensive program has been identified. However, many seem to lack 

knowledge in the development process and identification of effective performance measures 

that are needed in building integrated supply chain relationships. Figuring a tool set for 

measuring the performance could involve a complicated process which could turn out to be 

too complicated for ordinary businesses hence it requires strategic thinking and strong 

managerial support. (Anand and Grover, 2015) Some firms have insufficient knowledge on 

how to structure performance measures and define the roles and individual responsibilities 

in order to set up performance measurement system. Companies that lack an advanced 

planning and scheduling tool or advanced supply chain management software typically do 

not have a formal and efficient method of measuring and monitoring their supply chain 

relationship performance. (Bongsug, 2009)  

 

Measuring performance is crucial for firms to build superior supply chain capabilities and 

achieve excellence in their performance. (Hofman, 2004) According to Lee and Billington 

(1992) supply chain metrics should be for the complete supply chain as well as oriented to 

customer satisfaction. To accomplish successful partnership, it is necessary to form a tool of 

measures as well as continuously monitor and evaluate the performance (Ferreira et al. 

2012). 

 

This chapter is divided into two sections. Both sections discuss metrics relevant to 

outsourcing partnership in supply chain environment. The metrics introduced are all 

performance based, however the second section will be more specifically focused on service 

level related metrics in a form of service level agreements. The aim is to provide insight on 

relevant metrics regarding outsourcing relationship as well as introduce designs that could 

be used to form a comprehensive set of tools.  
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3.1 Performance measurements 
 

According to Kaplan and Norton (1993) and Keegan, Eiler and Jones (1989) in today’s 

business environment, managers often recognize the impact measures potentially have on 

performance, however they forget how essential factor measures are for strategy. 

Performance measurement is a concept relevant to business management, however it is 

rarely clearly defined. By definition it is “process of quantifying action, where measurement 

is the process of quantification and action leads to performance”. The term can be supported 

by identifying the extent to which customer needs and expectations are met, which refers to 

effectiveness. Also, an important part of the efficient use of resources is to achieve customer 

satisfaction. (Neely, Gregory and Platts, 1995) According to Ferreira et al. (2012) the 

performance measures were previously solely focused in financial metrics, however a more 

holistic view of balanced picture including financial and non-financial measures reflects 

today’s global business environment better. They continue that valid, reliable and agreed 

performance measures can be used in both process development and taking corrective 

actions in case of underperformance. 

 

This chapter discusses the performance measures that a firm can utilize in assessing the state 

of itself and the state of its partnership. Firstly, the process of developing the tool set for 

measuring is overviewed. Secondly, the performance metrics will be discussed, having key 

performance indicators as a focus point for the topic. 

 

3.1.1 Performance management process 
 
Figure 3. represents a generic model for performance management process. The model is 

based on assumption that the objective of the performance management is defined first. This 

stage is typically done by managers. Secondly, the managerial team identifies target 

indicators which should be periodically reviewed for necessary revisions or improvements. 

Next the measured values will be reviewed to the checked targets and actions are taken if 

the targets are not met. Lastly, the data is stored for future so that managers can form 

indicators for producing best performance. (Ferreira et al., 2012)  
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Figure 3. Flow of measurement improvement (Ferreira et al., 2012) 
 

On the other hand, Neely et al. (1995) note that the performance metrics often form a system 

that can be examined in three different levels: 

 

1. “The individual performance measures 

2. The set of performance measures – the performance measurement system as an entity 

3. The relationship between the performance measurement system and the environment 

within which it operates” 

 

The first level includes number of different performance metrics that together form the 

performance measurement system. The individual measures typically form a scorecard. 

(Neely et al., 1995) According to Kaplan and Norton (1993) a balanced scorecard can be 

enhanced as a motivator to improvements and innovations in crucial areas such as product, 

process, customer or market development. Ferreira (2012) and Kaplan and Norton (1993) 

agree that although financial measures are excellent indicator on performance indication, 

other functions are needed to support it. Balanced scorecard is not a generic templet that 

could be applied to any business or industry, although it could include for example financial 
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perspective, customer perspective, internal business perspective and innovation and learning 

perspective (Kaplan and Norton, 1993). The third level introduced by Neely et al. (1995) 

includes both internal environment, which includes the organizational culture, norms and 

standards as well as external environment in which the firm operates. 

 
3.1.2 Performance management metrics 
 

There are multiple ways to measure the success and performance of supply relationship. 

According to Ferreira et al. (2012) the generic performance measurement factors would 

include “key success factors (KSF), key performance factors (KPF) and key performance 

indicators (KPI)”. The key performance indicators (KPIs) are identified by managers for 

further improvement of the relationship. In dynamic supply chains it is crucial to improve 

continuously in order for the actors to have business growth. Identification of KPIs offers 

managers an overall visibility of the supply chain functions and processes and therefore can 

assist in improving the supply or demand plan. The aim is to make the supply process 

efficient and maximize the financial performance. (Anand and Grover, 2015) Ferreira et al. 

(2012) suggest that KPIs are formed so that they always have target values, source, 

measuring formula, measurement period, unit etc., which are typically formed during the 

data collection period.  

 

Anand and Grover (2015) and Bongsug (2009) agree that the assessment of KPIs should 

start with less is better mentality and only a few KPIs should be identified to begin with. 

These KPIs can then be utilized better in the streamlining of business processes (Anand and 

Grover, 2015). Gunasekaran et al. (2001) add that firms should measure and pay attention 

to time spent in each step of the process to identify the non-value adding activities that could 

potentially be eliminated or modified. On the other hand, according to Bongsug (2009) a 

solid starting point for a firm would be identifying a few KPIs from meta level processes 

such as planning, sourcing, producing and delivering which the firm is able to manage and 

operate. Hofman (2004) adds that the problem does not seem to be the lack of metrics but 

figuring out the ones that create most valuable information and require minimal investment 

in resources. 
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The KPIs can be categorized using various methods. The most common way to categorize 

the KPIs is to divide them into financial and non-financial measures (Anand and Grover, 

2015). However, the categorization according to financial measures in not necessarily 

relevant to all firms or projects. Another categorizing method that has been widely 

referenced is a hierarchy model by Hofman (2004) represented in Figure 4. In hierarchy 

model each tier represents a different goal. The three top levels aim to assess the overall 

health of the supply relationship and it identifies the high-level trade-offs the firm might 

have to make in the process. Level two and three are connected to the highest level and 

jointly aim to diagnose more detailed reasons for underperformance in the first three metrics 

(Bongsug, 2009). The hierarchical model requires performance measures to become 

increasingly specific as they extend down the organization (Keegan, Eiler and Jones, 1989). 

The second tier enhances a composite cash flow metric aiming to offer an initial diagnostic 

tool. The lowest level uses multiple metrics that support effective root-cause analysis which 

defines the highly efficient and precise corrective actions. (Hofman, 2004) 

 

 
Figure 4. Hierarchy of supply chain metrics (Hofman, 2004) 

 

3.1.3 Performance management design 
 

Neely et al. (1995) appoints that there is an issue with performance measurement literature 

in terms of diversity. According to their study, the individual authors tend to form different 
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types of performance measurement designs. Therefore, couple of different models will be 

introduced next to provide understanding on how diverse the designs can be. The models 

used as a base are from Bongsug (2009) and Anand and Grover (2015) 

 

Bongsug (2009) suggests that the supply chain metrics could be formed from four categories: 

“plan, source, production and deliver”. The first level would be planning. Planning takes 

place within the whole supply chain and is therefore important sector to monitor. The metrics 

suggested for this category are forecast accuracy, inventory turnover, days of inventory, 

planning cycle time and forecast vs. order. (Bongsug, 2009) Also, Neely et al (1995) 

recognize the time as important factor when it comes to performance metrics. The second 

level would be source, production and deliver. Source category has become more relevant 

hence the more customer-oriented focus in present years which requires firms and supply 

chains to become more adaptable to changes in demand. The metrics in this category are 

vendor lead times, vendor fill rate, auto purchase/order rate and material quality. Production 

relevant metrics in this model include weekly and daily plan keeping, production lead time, 

production quality, job change overtime and capacity utilization. (Bongsug, 2009) 

Gunasekaran et al. (2001) also argue in their model that order and production lead times are 

necessary measures and add to the list the order entry method and path of order. Neely et al. 

(1995) on the other hand, suggest that quality in terms of performance, features, reliability, 

serviceability or value should be measured. Lastly fast and reliable delivery is important to 

keep successful to reach customer satisfaction and maximal sales. Delivery can be measured 

by on-time shipment, on-time delivery, perfect order fulfillment and in-stock availability. 

(Bongsug, 2009) 

 

Anand and Grover (2015) suggest that a model of four categories: “transport optimization, 

information technology optimization, inventory optimization and resource optimization” 

could be useful for KPI identification. Transport optimization consists of all factors related 

to transportation of goods or services, in time deliveries and the condition of deliveries. 

Therefore, the transport optimization can be further divided into four more groups: “delivery 

related performance indicators, time related performance indicators, frequency related 

performance indicators and capacity related performance indicators”. KPIs in this category 

could include delivery rate, capacity utilization or shipping errors. Second category 

introduced is information technology optimization which arises from sharing accurate, 
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reliable and up to date information using POS and EDI. The indicators related to IT can also 

be further categorized in four groups: “level of IT information related performance 

indicators, service-related performance indicators, responsiveness related performance 

indicators and cost related performance indicators”. Third category, the inventory 

optimization is related to warehouse related issues, stock and supplement optimization. The 

four sub groups for inventory optimization are: “cost related performance indicators, time 

related performance indicators, quantity related performance indicators and service-related 

performance indicators”. (Anand and Grover, 2015) Cost related measures have been 

identified also by Neely et al. (1995) including manufacturing cost, value added, selling price 

and service cost.  Lastly the resource optimization includes indicators such as manufacturing 

cost and customer satisfaction. The four groups of resource optimization are: “cost related 

performance indicators, service-related performance indicators, time related performance 

indicators and financial ratios related performance indicators”.  (Anand and Grover, 2015) 

 

3.2 Service level measurements 
 

This section focuses on how to measure the service level. The discussion aims to identify 

service level agreement (SLA) as well as what those should contain and how to make them 

binding between the parties. Also, motivational factors such as efficient rewards and 

sanctions are overviewed. The section discusses the design of the agreements and the 

elements of chosen attributes.  

 

Service Level Agreements (SLAs) are widely utilized performance related contracts in 

operational management (Liang and Atkins, 2013). SLAs are contracts conducted between 

the buyers and suppliers of a service aiming to guarantee the expected quality of service 

(QoS) to parties involved at all levels of interaction and operations (Ul Haq, Paschke, 

Schikuta and Boley, 2013). According to Hiles (1994) service level agreements are defined 

as an agreement between buyer and supplier with definition of the minimum level of quality 

excepted to meet the business needs of the buyer. As the definition indicates it is an 

agreement that requires deep understanding of the needs and constrains of each party to 

allow them to negotiate and compromise. The SLAs are typically perceived fundamental for 

outsourcing agreements but can also serve the needs of insourcing when classifications of 

the service provided is needed (Beaumont, 2006).  Chen (2018) agrees on SLAs being highly 
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beneficial for partnership management when used properly. They continue on the topic that 

SLAs can be enhanced to improve inventory turnover. The agreement also quantifies the 

expected level of service in metrics that should be selected based on how well they represent 

the quality of the service delivered. On the other hand, in the SLA’s the quality level should 

be placed at the minimum level of acceptance hence higher quality tends to be more 

expensive and therefore the most efficient level of operation is met when the SLA’s are 

fulfilled. (Hiles, 1994) 

 

Although SLA’s are not usually legally bounding, they are used to define the service itself 

and the performance level expected (Beaumont, 2006). The SLA’s are typically added as an 

addendum to the legally bonding contracts to specify project specific terms and conditions. 

(Goo, 2008) The agreements are formal contracts between service provider and the client 

(Ul Haq et al., 2013), in this case supplier and buyer. In practice some firms have found it 

practical to form a service brochure or make additions to their standard terms and conditions 

about all standard information of the service that would otherwise be repeated in all or 

multiple SLA’s. The aim of this procedure is to remove overlaps and clutter from the SLA’s 

and to focus on the specific exceptions from standard service for each individual SLA. In 

case SLA’s become a part of the official cooperation contract the content should be assessed 

by legal advisors. (Hiles, 1994) 

 

In order for the cooperation to be successful the supplier should embrace the common goals 

as well as the customer’s service goals because the supplier is a crucial link within the quality 

chain and at the end their performance will affect the end customers experience as well (Hiles 

1994). Both Hiles (1994) and Ul Haq, Huqqani and Schikuta, (2011) agree that in order to 

ensure mutual understanding of the content and expectations of SLA’s the clear definitions 

of quality measures is critical. Defining the level of expected quality has to be agreed on to 

avoid mismatch in expectations. However, using average as a measure on successful service 

operations can potentially be misleading. Instead the success of the service experience or the 

availability of the service could be measured in weather the service was available and 

operational when the users in fact needed it. For example, the availability or response time 

could vary depending on the day of the week or the time of the day. (Hiles, 1994) 
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Essential aspect of SLA’s is to make commitment. The mutual respect is earned through 

committing to SLA’s and delivering accordingly. Especially in case of insourcing where the 

client is internal the motivation to commit to the set targets could vary hence assured income 

and lack of planning. (Beaumont, 2006) According to Goo (2008) the termination costs and 

relationship benefits are key influencing factors to the level of relationship commitment. 

Along with commitment trust is central to the relationship. Both commitment and trust are 

influenced by shared values of the participants, communication and opportunistic behavior 

directly influence the level of trust. (Goo, 2008) 

 

3.2.1 SLA design 
 
To keep high quality and satisfaction of the service the SLA’s regardless of the nature of the 

decided target should be set to be stretching for the supplier yet achievable in normal 

circumstances. The SLA’s should be precisely and concisely conducted, and the focus 

should be in the content aiming to answer “what” rather than “how”. (Hiles, 1994) Although, 

the aggregation on the workflow should be set to ensure expected outcome, maintain the 

services in timely fashion and ensure the performance over an extended period of time (Ul 

Haq et al., 2011). The implication is left to the supplier to freely meet the targets in most 

efficient and effective way. According to Hiles (1994) the SLA’s typically include issues 

related to: 

 

• “Purpose of SLA  

• Service description 

• Service hours and maintenance 

slots 

• Service availability 

• Performance 

• Peak period service – variations 

• Volumes, throughput and input 

deadlines 

• Restrictions and standards 

• Support service levels 

 

• Security 

• Contingency 

• Change control 

• Problem management and 

escalation  

• Service level monitoring 

• Service level reporting  

• Service regimes and priorities 

• SLA review meetings 

• Duration, amendment and 

termination of SLAs”
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The SLA contract includes service level clauses (SLCs) that define the service element 

combination for each group using the service. (Beaumont, 2006) The design typically 

addresses two main factors relevant to the contract: clear definitions of the responsibilities 

and obligations of each party involved and room for future evolvement of the service 

provision as well as possibility to end the relationship rationally (Pai and Basu, 2007). 

According to Goo (2010) the possibility of changing business needs is typically forgotten 

although, it is highly important, since the objectives regarding the agreement often evolve 

over time which leads to a need to change formal and informal aspects of the relationship. 

According to Beaumont (2006) the elements could include description of the service 

provided, obligations of the client, payment per service, targets of performance, computation 

of penalties and bonuses and other clauses needed for example security or privacy related. 

The factors are illustrated with their descriptions in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Elements of Service Level Clauses (following the study of Beaumont 2006) 

Service Level Clause elements Description 

Description of Service Where the service takes place, physical 

evidence involved, schedule, procedures in 

case of delays or failure. 

Client obligations Information needed for the vendor to operate 

for example the hours worked by the 

employees. 

The payment per service Annual fee, volume or working hours based. 

Performance targets Possibly normal and stretched including the 

measuring methods.  

Penalties and Bonuses How penalties and bonuses are calculated. 

Other Security, privacy, empathy etc. 

 

The clauses often are focused on the most essential elements of service leaving out the 

important factors pertaining to governance such as mechanisms regarding communications, 

joint decision making and conflict management (Goo, 2010). The service clauses could also 

include volume of work, quality of work, responsiveness and efficiency. Volume of work 
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meaning the size of the project and determinants of the efforts required from the service 

provider. Quality of work includes variety of work products, requirements and deliverables 

such as standards compliance practice, technical quality, service availability and service 

satisfaction. Responsiveness is necessary to determine the timeframe in which the service 

provider has to handle client requests. This can be measured using time to market, time to 

implement and time to acknowledge. Efficiency aims to measure the ability to provide the 

service at a reasonable cost using metrics such as cost efficiency, team utilization and rework 

levels. (Pai and Basu, 2007) Beaumont (2006) on the other hand, considers accessibility, 

availability, performance, time, competence, capacity and flexibility, security, empathy and 

status to be factors that SLA’s could cover. The success of these factors should be calculated 

and specifically defined. The capacity for example could be measured in calls taken per hour 

or the time in the time that the server acknowledges a new request for service. (Beaumont, 

2006)  

 

According to Goo (2010), the features of the relationship need to be considered. In case of 

outsourcing relationship, the parties should incorporate provisions that define foreseeable 

contingencies and special processes in place to resolve the unforeseeable outcomes in the 

set of SLAs. To be accurate in the measures, the special features of the service should be 

considered. For example, the availability of a service can be perceived differently depending 

on a perspective. For one actor it could mean that the service needs to function perfectly and 

even a single failure can be seen as unacceptable whether it is a single user not able to access 

a software or on client not getting their order delivered on time. Although, when the failures 

multiply, is it justified to perceive the service quality unacceptable the service does not 

function expectedly for majority of the users? (Hiles, 1994) Beaumont (2006) continues that 

especially in online services the availability could differ based on location which makes it 

difficult to calculate and evaluate. 

 

3.2.2 Monitoring 
 

According to Goo (2010) the metrics determined on the SLAs should provide an ongoing 

process including result analysis for problem determination, root-cause analysis as well as 

implementing appropriate corrective actions to ensure constant improvements. Hiles (1994) 

argues that when the SLA’s have been implemented, course of action should be taken to 
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ensure that the loss of quality and shortfalls are avoided. They also argue that there should 

be an effective sanction and reward system put in place including penalties in form of 

charges for unacceptable performance and bonuses for meeting the targets. A sanction could 

be required for example if a delivery arrive after the scheduled time or if the fill rate is not 

at agreed level (Chen, 2018). Beaumont (2006) on the other hand empathizes that the 

penalties and bonuses should be specifically calculated performance measures and the 

method of measuring should be known to both parties involved. According to Chen (2012) 

the sanctions should not be set widely different compared to the industry norms. 

 

Liang and Atkins (2013) continue on the topic arguing that the measurement design needs 

to be carefully considered since it depends on the specific situation, how complex the reward 

system should be. They identified that a long review phase allows the supplier to catch up 

with the targets when falling behind. However, a long review time could also lead to 

scenarios such as “early pass” where the supplier will not put extra effort after meeting the 

target or “early failure” which has the same outcome of unmotivated to any effort. Short 

review period on the other hand, provides close monitoring but might not be wise in 

outsourcing scenario. (Liang and Atkins, 2013) Maintaining continuous monitoring of the 

execution of SLA’s can be prohibitive and could be problematic to the firm. In some cases, 

so called “snapshot” monitoring could be the most efficient and objective way to analyze 

and monitor the level of achievement. Finding reliable measures for service level reporting 

can be an issue. Existing models and service logs can be enhanced in service level 

monitoring by focusing on breaks, problems and changes occurring in the process (Hiles, 

1994) 
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4 RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS 
 
This chapter describes the research methodology chosen for this study, qualitative research, 

as well as presents the execution of the empirical study. Firstly, there will be discussion on 

the research method, qualitative research. Secondly, the method of data collection will be 

described. Lastly, the chapter will provide insight on the data analysis method used for the 

study. 

 

As stated, the research method chosen for this study was qualitative research. This research 

method was selected based on its relevance to the study since it provides insight to the real-

life conditions of the case company and the new environment. Qualitative research is 

experience based method and therefore can be utilized in analyzing the current state and 

future opportunities of logistic partnership from the perspective of the case company. 

 
4.1 Qualitative research 
 

According to Eisenhardt (1989) the basis for all organizational studies is to develop a theory 

which has traditionally been done by combining observations and linking those to previous 

literature. Qualitative research has been found challenging to define briefly hence its 

relevance evolves in different disciplines and professions. Therefore, instead of giving 

singular definition one might consider definition of features common to all fields. (Yin, 

2011) Yin (2011) offers a five-feature list that provides insight to qualitative research: 

 

1. “Studying the meaning of people’s lives, under real-world conditions; 

2. Representing the views and perspectives of the people in a study; 

3. Covering the contextual conditions within which people live; 

4. Contributing insights into existing or emerging concepts that may help to explain 

human social behavior; and 

5. Striving to use multiple sources of evidence rather than relying on a single source 

alone.” 

 

On the other hand, Baptiste (2001) described qualitative research using four phases common 

to all studies: 

1. “Defining the used analysis type 
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2. Classifying the data 

3. Making connections among different classes of data 

4. Presenting the results of data analysis” 

 

 

It is notable that the steps can occur in non-linear pattern (Baptiste, 2001). These two models 

provide different perspectives on qualitative research methods. Yin (2011) being more 

focused on the subjects studied and Baptiste (2001) on the process taken place. 

 

4.2 Method of data collection 
 
According to Hirsjärvi (2015) there are typically three interview methods used in qualitative 

research: a form interview, theme interview and structured interview. However, this study 

was conducted using semi-structured interviews. Semi-structured interview is a combination 

of a form interview and structured interview (Hirsjärvi, 2015). Common to a semi-structured 

interview is to have an overall angle chosen beforehand for example the questionnaire could 

be set but not all aspects of the interview are proceeded similarly for all interviewees 

(Hirsjärvi, 2008). For example, the wording or order of questions may have an influence on 

results (Lapan, Quartaroli and Riemer, 2012,256) and therefore the semi-structured 

interview provides opportunities to modify the questionnaire to get variability in the 

answers. There are no specific rules on how many interviewees are needed for research. It 

will depend on the time available to collect, transcribe and also analyze the collected data. 

(Travers, 2001) According to Lapan et al. (2012, 256) interview questions should be formed 

in neutral tone instead of leading or implying on what to answer.  

 

The interviewees for the study were selected using purposeful sampling method hence with 

this method the participants can be selected based on how much can be learned from them 

(Lapan et al. 2012, 253). The interviewees for the study were selected based on them being 

closely involved in the project but in different positions. Three of the interviewees were 

employees of the case company and two work for the partner company. The interviewees 

selected from the case company were closely involved with the project of outsourcing the 

logistics. All three interviewees were positioned in different hierarchy levels to ensure 

diversity of views, although all were in managerial position. The diversity was considered 
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also regarding the gender of interviewees. Two of the interviewees were men and one was a 

woman. Interviewees from the partner were also selected based on their experience in the 

project and therefore knowledge of the research themes. Both interviewees were men but 

worked in different managerial levels. The interview questionnaire was modified to each 

organization based on their position in the project, knowledge and interests.  

 

Interviews were carried out in person during fall of 2019, all located in Vantaa, Finland. The 

interview questions were sent to interviewees beforehand in order to give the interviewees 

opportunity to prepare. The interviews were started in the case company and based on the 

answers the questionnaire of partner company was modified to support the data collected. 

All interviews were recorded for further analysis. The anonymity of interviewees was 

ensured to allow the interviewees to discuss the themes more freely and therefore provide 

more accurate information about the research topic. The interviewees will not be presented 

in the study by their names for the anonymity purposes. Also, the names of the companies 

involved will not be announced.  

 

The questionnaires consisted of 30-35 questions that were open-ended. The questions asked 

followed the questionnaires, however the order varied a little for each participant. Also, some 

interviews were slightly sidetracked from the specific themes presented in the 

questionnaires. The sidetracks were allowed to some extent to allow the interviewees to 

provide information they considered important. Both questionnaires were divided in 

categories: outsourcing and make or buy decision, cooperation and the business process and 

measuring and metrics. The aim was to firstly gain overall understanding of the reasoning 

and preparation behind the cooperation. Secondly, the interviews focused on the beginning 

of cooperation as well as current situation. The aim was to gain insight on success factors 

and challenges that had occurred. Lastly, the interview proceeded to how the success is 

measured and how the measuring can be improved.  

 
4.3 Method of data analysis 
 
The study is structured based on a case study approach. According to Eisenhardt (1989) the 

case study is a common research strategy which aims to provide insight on dynamics within 

a setting. Case study is typically used to focus on a specific concept of a case. Particularly 

to a group of events, programs or issues and to the interaction of people with the components 
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of the phenomenon. (Lapan et al. 2012, 245) Both Eisenhardt (1989) and Travers (2001) 

suggest that case study typically consists of variety of methods such as archives, 

ethnographic field work, interviews, questionnaires, observations as well as discourse and 

textual analysis. The evidence gathered could be qualitative, quantitative or both 

(Eisenhardt, 1989). According to Lapan et al. (2012, 247) case study can be designed to 

consist of single case study or multiple case studies. Single case studies are carried out using 

one example of the case at a single site where as multiple case studies are typically relevant 

for comparison of two or more examples (Lapan et al. 2012, 247). 

 

The research will follow the case study roadmap defined by Patton and Appelbaum (2001), 

illustrated in Figure 5. The roadmap is based on studies of Stake (1995), Hammel (1993) 

and Eisenhardt (1989) and aims to provide a clear vision of which activities are necessary in 

conducting a case study. According to the study, the roadmap can be organized in five 

phases. The method is illustrated in Figure 2. Firstly, the object of the study should be 

determined. During this step the topic of the case is set, and the object of the study is broadly 

defined leaving room for the researcher to allow the case to lead into new directions. (Patton 

and Appelbaum, 2003) Eisenhardt (1989) argues, that to get started the research question 

should be defined at least in broad terms in order to build a theory from the case study. Lapan 

et al. (2012, 245) agree to begin the study by identifying the topic although they consider 

that the identification should be more precise including research questions, time frame and 

the physical locations. Secondly, the case is selected. The case should be selected 

strategically to allow full investigation of chosen object. Thirdly, the initial theory is built 

through a literature review. This phase is meant to help to frame the study as well as provide 

validity and confidence in the findings. Fourthly, the data is collected and organized. At this 

stage the plan is to avoid being overwhelmed with the amount of data and therefore keep the 

focus on the object of the study. (Patton and Appelbaum, 2003) Lapan et al. (2012, 262) also 

acknowledge the difficulty of high volume of data and the careful management of it. 

However, they underline the need for ensuring the validity of information collected and 

suggest confirming the arguments from second sources when necessary. Lastly, the collected 

data is analyzed, and the study reaches conclusions (Patton and Appelbaum, 2003). During 

data analysis the collected data is pulled apart to examine it in smallest components, to 

deconstruct the information again in more meaningful way. The data collection and analysis 

often reveal new information that was not anticipated prior to the study and will have an 
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effect on the direction of the study. The evolving nature of case study can be seen as a 

strength of the method. (Lapan et al. 2012, 263) 

 

 
Figure 5. Method of data analysis following the study of Patton and Appelbaum, (2003) 
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5 RETAIL BUSINESS AND THE CASE COMPANY 
 
This chapter provides brief insight on the case company and retail business in which the case 

company operates. The aim is to form an understanding on the business environment and 

business model of the case company to ensure basis for the empirical findings. The chapter 

discusses necessary information to continue to the empirical part of the study. To ensure the 

anonymity of the case company, the information regarding the case company itself has been 

acquired during interviews. 

 

According to Santasalo and Koskela (2015) retail business aims to provide the customers 

variety of products from production, manufacturing and exporting. They continue that one 

section within the retail business is the grocery and goods business which accounts 

approximately for 12,9 billion euros in total. During the past decade the food and beverage 

sector has been rapidly growing in Finland and is expected to keep growing in 2018 and 

2019. The overall retail consumption per capita is comparable to Sweden and in the whole 

Europe, Finland holds the sixth place. Finnish households spend approximately 33% of their 

income on retail and leisure activities. If food and beverages are added to the equation, the 

share increases to 40%. (Kauppakeskusyhditys 2018)  

 

The Finnish grocery trade industry has unique characteristics that are similar to other Nordic 

countries. Those include organizing business in chains and centralizing the logistics and 

supply activities. (Kaupan liitto, 2020) Santasalo and Koskela (2015) agree that although, 

retail business is typically local, many of the actors are nationwide chain stores and therefore 

the customer may encounter them in various locations. The stores are formed into chains in 

order to ensure larger volumes that enable more efficient operations in sparsely populated 

countries such as Finland. Without the chain model the cost-efficiency would suffer which 

would lead to price escalation, smaller selection and fewer stores which would affect the 

accessibility. (PTY 2019) The case company is a significant actor in its own sector. As 

trending in Finland, it is a chain of more than 500 stores nationwide with focus in growth 

centers but determination to provide accessibility in more deserted areas as well.  

 

There are a few trends that have been influencing the Finnish retail trade. The migration to 

the growth centers, increased use of cars and the IT development have enabled extensive 
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selection of goods. In fact, during the past 25 years the number of market-sized stores has 

decreased from approximately 10 000 stores to as low as 3 000. At the same time the 

selection has tripled. (PTY 2019) On the other hand Finnish retail business is dominated by 

shopping centers. Currently there are approximately 100 shopping centers nationwide, 

however before the year 2022 there will be six shopping centers constructed to the Helsinki 

area. (Kauppakeskusyhdistys 2018) This provides significant opportunities for the case 

company hence it can benefit from gaining new market places in high traffic locations such 

as shopping centers especially in the capital area of Finland. 

 

The case company is part of a larger actor in the Nordics and is able to take advantage of the 

best practices tested in other locations. The philosophy followed encourages the companies 

to “copy with pride”. The case company is reliant on its business model of campaigns. It is 

known for being the first actor to bring new products to markets as well as providing 

tempting offers to attract consumers. Additionally, it is known for a wide selection of 

services from postal services to train tickets and lottery. 

 

The case company has previously organized its logistics needs on its own. The company had 

a warehouse and was partnered up with a Finnish delivery provider. All room temperature 

products were delivered through the warehouse. The cold and frozen products on the other 

hand were delivered in cooperation with a Finnish dairy product producer. The case 

company found the logistics system of two deliveries inefficient and therefore started 

outsourcing process to find a partner that could operate more efficiently.  
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6 EMPIRICAL FINDINGS 
 
This chapter discusses the empirical findings based on the interviews conducted as well as 

other information and data provided by the companies at the focus of this study. The analysis 

process was started by transcribing the interviews and allocating the answers into three 

categories: outsourcing and make or buy decision, cooperation and the business process and 

measuring and metrics. After the information was allocated the findings were compared to 

the theories presented in chapters 2 and 3 Lastly the results were gathered and presented in 

this chapter. 

 

The categorization phase was mainly relatively simple hence the interview questions were 

roughly divided into the three categories to begin with. Although the nature of semi-

structural interview posed a few challenges related to the interviews not being completely 

structured and therefore the discussions got occasionally sidetracked from the themes. Also, 

several interviewees pointed out similar issues which created some overlapping regarding 

the themes. First two categories were supported by the theories from chapter 2. The last 

category, measuring and metrics was based on the theory of chapter 3. 

 

For the anonymity of the participants the interviewees will not be referred by their names. 

The case company interviewees will be referred as a group C and the participants were 

randomly numbered from 1 to 3. The interviewees from the partner company will be referred 

as a group P and were given random number between 1 and 2. In other words the 

interviewees can be identified from the chapter as Interviewee C1, Interviewee P2 and so 

forth.  

 

6.1 Outsourcing and make or buy decision 
 
The interviews begun with introductions. The interviewees were made aware that the 

interviews were anonymous, and the results were strictly used to benefit this research. The 

interviewees were given an opportunity to explain their role in the project to provide insight 

on their possible motives regarding the outsourcing project. After these actions the 

discussion was started following the questionnaires conducted. However, as typical to semi-

structured interviews the order of questions was modified to some extent. 
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6.1.1 Interests behind outsourcing 
 
In the past the case company had produced its own logistics having a warehouse for ambient 

temperature products and a service provider for chilled and frozen temperatures. Therefore, 

the stores got products in two separate deliveries. The aim was to find a partner that could 

deliver all temperatures simultaneously. Also, especially the top selling stores needed higher 

service level than the previous model could offer. Therefore, the requirements for the 

potential partner included ability to offer more drop offs in a week than the case company 

was able to provide in the previous logistics model. The previous logistics process involved 

personnel participation and bounded valuable resources which led to inefficiency and lack 

of focus in the core competency. The management decided that they should enhance the 

company practice of “copy with pride” and take advantage of the model currently in place 

in Norway. The management begun to actively search for a partner that was able to meet the 

requirements set for a strategic logistics partner. There was however a factor that made the 

timeline of the project urgent. The warehouse equipment required investments in near future 

concerning the product collection track. The investments were estimated to be significant 

and the management considered that the capital needed for the investment could be used 

more efficiently elsewhere, rather than in warehousing. 

 

The motives that led to this scenario were quite clear for parties involved. The interviewees 

agreed that for the case company the interest was to focus in their core business: 

 

“Our (the case company) core business is to sell products not to produce    

logistics. If another party can produce logistics much more efficiently than we 

can, we can decrease our expenses and focus on our core business.”  

-Interviewee C2 

 

Also, the case company was interested about potential cost reductions that the partnership 

could allow as well as overall process efficiency. The expected benefits will be discussed 

more closely in the next section.  

 

On the other hand, the partner company that operates in different market position had much 

to gain from the cooperation. Since in wholesale business volume is one of the major drivers, 
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they felt that the cooperation could provide opportunity to ensure larger volumes. The 

partner was also in a situation where it was actively looking to build a new logistics center 

and a warehouse, which provided opportunity to take the new partnership into consideration 

as early as at the planning and building phase: 

 

“When we decided to exit our past partnership with other wholesale operators, 

we found ourselves in a challenge of repositioning in our market. We made the 

decision of building our own logistics center which provided an opportunity 

for new partnerships.”  

-Interviewee P1 

 

The partner company had existing clientele; however, they lacked a larger client that could 

provide stability their volumes and ensure location wise nationwide distribution. Therefore, 

they were highly interested in cooperation from the very beginning. 

 

6.1.2 Benefits and challenges of cooperation 
 
For the case company the expected benefits of cooperation were focused on one factor: 

cutting expenses. According to their initial vision it was possible by releasing capital from 

current assets which could lead to increase in profitability and profit margin. In practice this 

meant outsourcing the warehousing to lose the assets sitting in the shelves. This was also 

pointed out by the interviewees of the partner company: 

 

“I believe that they (case company) were struggling with the sizes of deliveries 

to their warehouse with their volumes as well as their inventory turnover to 

ensure the healthy inventory and efficient inventory management. I think that 

we can offer them a lot of good in transparency regarding the inventory and 

the responsibilities of it.”  

-Interviewee P2 

 

The partner company also identified that getting rid of the warehouse, the case company 

could cut the inventory cost and focus on their core business more efficiently. However, the 

partner company believed that the added value that they could provide was related to the 
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overall logistics service they could offer. Since the partner company was in charge of all 

phases of the logistic process, the case company can utilize their resources in more 

productive activities and get the logistics preorganized and planned based on their specific 

needs. Also, the partner perceived their knowledge in logistics to be superior advantage to 

the case company. As stated, the case company aimed to enhance their financial performance 

by cutting costs. To support the goal of cutting expenses the efficiency and decrease in 

purchase prices were seen as enablers. The expectation was that when the volume of case 

company was combined with the volume of the partner, the partner would have more 

leverage to negotiate with the suppliers.  

 

The decision-making criteria used at this phase was similar to the transaction cost theory by 

Williamson, (1996). The assets specificity and uncertainty were considered in the case. The 

assets needed in the logistics process were provided by the partner and therefore the assets 

bounded to current assets sitting in the warehouse could be put to better use. Also, the human 

assets or the personnel could focus on more productive tasks. Uncertainty could be 

minimized by the experience the case company had on the logistics process. The experience 

could also be a significant factor in reducing the temptation for the partners opportunism. 

 

Although, in the planning stage the benefits were mostly focused on financial factors, the 

process efficiency was also highly important to the case company: 

 

“A major goal for us was that the deliveries could all be transported 

simultaneously instead of dividing them based on the temperature. By this we 

seek efficiency and better service level for our stores.” 

-Interviewee C3 

 

The initial aim behind of delivering all temperatures at once was to ease the receiving of the 

deliveries for the stores as well as increase the number of drop offs. This was important for 

especially fresh products that have only little shelf time. The case company has strong intent 

in growing in this food category and therefore success required actions on logistics. 

 

The partner company was seeking better terms of purchase from the growth of volume and 

therefore expected decrease of costs. They expect the growth in volume to be the most 
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valuable gain from the partnership hence their business model is reliant of volumes. The 

larger volumes also drive other benefits such as efficiency in deliveries. Hence the partner 

operates nationwide, they are required to deliver all around the country. Therefore, the steady 

stream of deliveries to the case company provides an opportunity to ensure volume of 

deliveries to the more deserted areas of the country as well as enhance the delivery operations 

as a whole. They also pointed out that having such a large customer like the case company, 

the partner can use it as a benchmark for future customs to prove their ability to provide their 

services to large actors no matter the market sector. In other words, they believe that the 

cooperation increases their credibility to third parties. 

 

The challenges on the other hand, were anticipated from the beginning. The case company 

did not do individually risk assessment, however the partner required risk assessments from 

all the teams planning the cooperation to ensure that the possible issues were considered 

before occurring. Although the risks involved were mostly related to the beginning of the 

partnership, where the partner would have significant increase of volume instantly, most of 

the pitfalls were avoided and the deliveries were moving from day one. On the other hand, 

issues that were unexpected arise soon after the beginning. For example, although the partner 

company was experienced in cool and frozen temperature deliveries, they started getting 

exceptionally large amount of reclamations regarding the frozen products that were not cool 

enough when they were dropped off. The challenge was addressed by putting additional 

measuring equipment to the delivery trucks to monitor the temperature.  

 

6.1.3 Beginning of the cooperation 
 

The earliest interests for outsourcing the logistics of the case company arise as early as 2014, 

although at that time the negotiations did not reach desirable outcomes and the project was 

put on hold for several years. The outsourcing project was launched yet again couple years 

ago and a potential logistics partner was identified. The process of identifying a potential 

partner begun by requesting offers from all potential logistics partners in the market. From 

that stage the potential partner chosen was found and the negotiations could begin. Firstly, 

the big picture was ensured and the logistics fees as well as purchasing prices were set to 

allow necessary cost analysis. When the overall boundaries and restrictions were set, the 

companies started to plan the partnership:  
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“We started by assessing the financial figures to evaluate the purchasing prices 

and logistics costs involved. If these two would not match our expectations, 

there would not have been requirements to proceed to qualitative measures.” 

-Interviewee C3  

 

Overall the case company focused on financial performance when assessing the potential 

partnership at the decision-making process. They had the opportunity to compare the 

financial estimations to their own data gathered while they performed the logistic operations 

themselves. It appears that the past experience led them to focus on the financial 

performance, although it could have been beneficial to consider other decision-making 

criteria as well to support the financial estimations. However, more unconsciously they also 

made considerations on Resource Based View that was introduced by Barney (1991). As 

discussed earlier, the managers of the case company identified that the logistics was no their 

core business, in other words they did not consider it as a competitive advantage. Although, 

the analysis was not conscious and deliberate and therefore not justified factually, the 

managers did take it into consideration and had the understanding on competitive advantages 

of the firm. On the other hand, the multiple criteria decision-making models introduced for 

example by Padillo and Diaby, (1999) were not considered widely.  

 

The preparations to begin the partnership were started relatively early to provide enough 

time to structure the partnership operations from scratch. However, the partner company had 

internal struggles with their new business model and was unable to begin deliveries in the 

initial schedule. Instead of starting the operations from the beginning of 2019, the launch 

had to be postponed to April regarding the frozen and cool temperature deliveries and all the 

way to June in ambient temperature deliveries. In advance the parties had identified a risk 

regarding the case company ending its contracts to its previous contractors. When the delay 

was announced, the case company was forced to renegotiate the terms of those contracts in 

order to ensure the logistics operations until the partner company was prepared to meet their 

needs. According to the interviews this phase was however not seen as more than a minor 

setback in the project.  
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Considering the risks involved, the beginning of the cooperation went relatively well in both 

phases. The partner company was undergoing drastic changes internally which put extra 

pressure on the first steps of the cooperation. The partner company was changing its own 

business model and building a new warehouse, which on the other hand provided the 

grounds for the cooperation but also increased risks, hence they did not have past experience 

of operation in this specific business model or environment. Overall the product flow started 

as agreed and stores received deliveries from the first day of cooperation. Generally, the 

product flow was steady and there were no major problems causing decrease in sales due 

lack of products. Overall both parties were happy that the product flow was steady, and 

reliability of deliveries was at acceptable level in consideration that it was an early stage of 

cooperation. However, cool temperature products with minimal best before dates and short 

shelf life were posing some issues. The warehouse of the partner is divided into sections 

regarding for example the temperature needed and method of supply. In this case the partner 

had suggested that the fresh products should be stored in so called terminal section, where 

the orders to supplier were made to match the orders by the stores. This method aimed to 

minimize the food spoilage. The case company on the other hand argued that the products 

should be in the main storage where the forecast and estimation team would estimate the 

demand and order accordingly. Hence the forecast team did not have reliable data the 

estimations were not accurate, and the fresh products were transferred to terminal model 

which was on the table to begin with: 

 

“The order-delivery rhythm changed for the stores due the cooperation. For 

example, they could have in the past received delivery once a week and now 

they get it four times a week. Therefore, the previous data on the daily demand 

changed and the forecasting needed to start from scratch.” 

-Interviewee P1 

 

On the other hand, the case company detected some issues with tobacco products which was 

seen as a crucial category for the case company. Case company assumed that the issues arise 

from lack of experience in that category regarding the large volume that the case company 

required: 
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“We (the case company) kept relatively large buffer in our warehouse when it 

came to tobacco. We wanted to ensure that if there were delivery issues from 

our suppliers, we had enough stock to meet the needs of our stores.” 

-Interviewee C2 

 

However, there were also major problems regarding the tobacco barcodes that were crucial 

for the orders to go through the system, If the code was not updated to both systems: case 

company’s order system and partner company’s delivery system, the orders would get stuck 

and stores would not receive the products. The major issue was lack of communication. 

Hence the partner company was struggling with providing accurate information on the 

barcode changes, which affected a major part of the deliveries. This problem was identified 

fairly quickly, and it took a few weeks to fix the problems. Although, the channel of 

communication regarding the codes was formed, issues have still arisen occasionally. 

Therefore, there can be communicational issues detected in the operational level. 

 
6.2 Cooperation and the business process 
 
The model for the cooperation includes two levels of steering groups. There is the steering 

group which includes the managers from each company. The aim of the steering group is to 

ensure that there are no issues with the operations. If issues arise and there is need for 

managerial decisions, the challenges are brought up in this group. For the operational level 

cooperation there is core operations team, that currently meets every two weeks to discuss 

the current issues. This team includes operational managers and specialists that are highly 

involved in everyday cooperation. On top of these there are teams that are responsible for 

more specific operational functions. These include for example pricing team, selection team 

and customer service team. The teams meet regularly to ensure that the operations flow and 

issues are being solved as they come. The teams have been operating for several months 

now, and most of them are already relatively efficient. However, there have been some issues 

that have raised concerns. The main issues have been identified in three operational phases: 

selection, forecasting demand and communications. The issues will be discussed next. 
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6.2.1 Selection management 
 

The model for selection-based decision making has been set early in the cooperation. The 

control over selection has been set for the case company. Whatever the case company 

decides to bring or drop from their selection, the partner company will implement. The 

selection changes are being communicated using a selection tool that is currently Excel 

based. Every four weeks, the case company will make the changes in the tool and return it 

to the partner company, which then begins the execution. After the deadline, the managers 

have a meeting about the changes and specifications.  

 

Unfortunately, the selection process has a few issues especially regarding the tool. Most 

significant issue with the selection tool seems to be its form. Being an Excel sheet, it can be 

difficult to manage, hence only one person can make changes at a time. Also, the probability 

of errors is relatively high. For example, the tool also serves as a platform to communicate 

changes in prices. Sometimes the prices have not been marked properly in the tool and are 

therefore transferred to systems incorrectly. This type of error could occur in any changes 

made in the tool and makes it there for vulnerable for errors: 

   

“It is a major issue that the selection tool is an Excel sheet. It is too vulnerable 

for errors, that can be costly. If there is a one cent difference in price the orders 

will not go through and we lose sales.” 

-Interviewee P1   

 

The case company found the selection cycle inflexible compared to their previous business 

model. In the partnership the case company is required to inform their selection 

approximately two months in advance which is significantly sooner than they were used to. 

This of course gives managers an opportunity to plan the operations in advance. However, 

the case company has been known for being fast, flexible and first actor to bring new 

products to market:  

 

“In the past, we could bring almost anything efficiently through our warehouse, 

which allowed us to be first on the market. However, now new products require 
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much more information in a very specific form in order to get them open and 

delivered.” 

-Interviewee C1  

 

“We have become much stiffer and inflexible. In the past we were able to bring 

a new product to national markets in 48 hours from receiving the products at 

the warehouse. Currently we are not nearly there.” 

-Interviewee C3 

 

The partner company on the other hand is slightly conflicted about the flexibility. On the 

other hand, they do not see issues in enhancing the process or making exceptions if the case 

company needs faster execution: 

 

“It is no one’s interest to hold on to a process if it is not serving the needs. It 

has been written down at the very beginning that the case company requires 

fast and flexible selection management. To meet this, we might need to look 

for alternative options and models for the process.” 

-Interviewee P1  

 

However, the partner company also identifies an issue regarding the selection process that 

needs to be fixed first: 

 

“There is an issue with predicting campaign demand which leaves us with 

excess stock to our working capital. Before this is fixed it is not ideal to fasten 

the selection process.” 

-Interviewee P2 

 

The issues with campaign predictions will be discussed in the next section. However, it is 

notable that these processes are tied to each other and therefore affect each other. The case 

company is facing serious issues with the inflexibility. It is known for its fast movements 

and it considers it as their competitive advantage. Being agile in the Finnish retail market is 

fairly rare and losing this ability is significant setback to the case company. Since there is 

fierce competition in the market, giving up a competitive advantage would not be in the 
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interest of the case company. So far, the partner company has been flexible to some extent. 

They have made exceptions in some product categories to allow changes and clarifications 

after the selection deadline. However, they still lack knowledge, skill and flexibility in their 

tools to make last minute changes.  

 

6.2.2 Demand forecast 
 

There has been multiple issues regarding predicting demand and product order cycle. 

Initially the parties agreed that the partner company was responsible for predicting the 

ongoing demand for every day needs. For this they have a system that can predict demand 

for them, however it requires a lot of previous data to predict accurately. Hence, the 

cooperation is still relatively new, the system does not always possess enough data and is 

therefore occasionally unreliable. Although, it is ultimate compared to human predictions, 

to operate completely accurately, there needs to be more data available. The data on the other 

hand, can only be gathered over time and it could take up to a year to have enough data for 

high accuracy. So far there have been a few incidents where the partner company run out of 

stock because the predictions were inaccurate. For example, right after the partnership was 

launched, during mid-summer holidays, the partner run out of some of the tobacco products, 

which are crucial to the stores and their sales. The partner company did consult the managers 

steering group for indications of larger volumes. However, the knowledge of demands was 

at operational level of the case company, which was not consulted for this scenario. 

Therefore, the partner company did not get a warning that there could be exceptionally high 

demand and the system was not ready to predict it hence, the lack of data. Although, this 

example provides insight on the systems weaknesses, it also addresses an issue in 

communications between the companies. The issues in communications will be discussed in 

the next section. 

 

The initial agreement also stated that the case company is responsible over predicting 

campaign demand. Since campaigns are significant part of the case company’s business 

model, predicting the campaign demand is crucial. If the campaign products run out during 

the campaign, both of the companies could potentially lose significant sales. The case 

company has previous experience on demand predictions; however, the cooperation poses 

some issues regarding the predictions. Previously when the case company predicted all 
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demand, they also had control over all data needed. Currently they are faced with difficulties 

since they don’t have transparency to current stock or the number of orders which are both 

crucial to accurate predictions. The predictions are also given for the entire campaign, a four-

week period. The case company has therefore no control over the timing and scale of 

deliveries and adjusting them accordingly. The case company considers the estimations 

given no more than estimations and expect the partner company to adjust them according to 

demand. On the other hand, the partner company does not take responsibility over the 

campaign predictions and therefore follow the estimations to a point. This lack of 

information and transparency is unsustainable in the long run.  

 

The inefficiencies and lack of communication have led to excess stock in specific products: 

 

“The issues in selection management and demand predictions have led to 

excess stock. We have excess stock in products that aren’t moving, and it binds 

our working capital.” 

-Interviewee P1  

 

Although, the excess stock is an issue that needs to be resolved, the issue again evolves 

around the phenomena of communication. The excess stock could be taken into 

consideration in the planning of the case company, have they been made aware of them.  

 

6.2.3 Communications 
 
As it has become clear, the cooperation has issues regarding communication between the 

parties but also to some extent internal challenges in the case company. Although the case 

company has managers that are well aware of the current position and issues regarding the 

cooperation, they could enhance the information flow internally. It appears that some issues 

could possibly have been anticipated if the subjects were discussed more openly: 

 

“We were unaware of the current stock situation of the stores which caused an 

issue during the holiday season. In another meeting, the issue was brought up 

and a specialist from the case company questioned why the issue was brought 
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up in the managerial steering group and not directly appointed to the 

specialists.” 

-Interviewee P1 

 

The transparency in communications is inevitably required from both parties, however the 

issue could root from communicational issues that are internal. 

 

Both actors seem to have issues understanding the organizational structure of each other. 

The case company over went organizational changes at the stage of beginning of the 

cooperation. There was a need for reorganizing the resources previously focused on the 

logistics and sourcing as well as clarifying the responsibilities in the purchasing department 

as whole. This led to modifications in product responsibilities and required adaption of new 

product categories for several employees. However, this necessary modification in 

organizational responsibilities made it difficult for the partner company to identify the 

person in charge of specific category. They were also concerned, that the personnel was 

unfamiliar with their categories, which led to miscommunication and confusion. 

 

On the other hand, the case company, which is less hierarchical and smaller of the two, found 

the organizational structure of the partner company confusing. The partner company has 

very different organizational structure compared to the case company since they have 

separated the tasks that are done in the case company by one person. For example, the partner 

company has a product manager that is responsible for a specific category of products. 

However, the product manager does not price the products. Instead they have a pricing 

department to do that. Additionally, there is a different department in charge of product 

management in terms of the product data and transferring information into systems. Lastly, 

there is a separate department for demand estimations. The case company occasionally finds 

it overwhelming to identify which department to contact when they face an issue. 

 

The issue of understanding the responsibilities within each company should be solved in 

order to begin tackling the underlying issues in communications. The key problems in 

communications seem to unravel around the issues identified earlier: the selection process 

and demand predictions. Both issues have arguably other causes as well, however the lack 

of communication seems to be the joint issue in both.   
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6.3 Measuring and metrics 
 
Currently the companies have defined four key figures for measuring and metrics: reliability 

of deliveries, timeframe of deliveries, product quality and flawlessness. These four metrics 

form a score card illustrated in Figure 6. The need for the metrics arises from two factors. 

Firstly, the metrics are similar to the ones that the case company has used in the past to 

ensure quality of performance and they have found these specific measures relevant to their 

business model. Secondly, the case company has a service level promise to its stores which 

it is obligated to follow. Therefore, the case company has required these metrics and the 

accepted levels for them in the partnership contract.  

 
Figure 6. Score card 

 

6.3.1 Reliability of deliveries 
 
Reliability of deliveries was seen as the most important indicator on how successful the 

partnership was. The accepted level for the reliability was set at 98% from the beginning and 

is also written in the contract. It is reviewed regionally to ensure that there are no significant 

regional variations. However, both parties have different interpretations on how to measure 

it. There are two ways to perceive the reliability. The partner company was used to 

measuring the reliability of deliveries using a method they called ATP1. The delivery 

process is presented in Figure 7. and the stage of ATP1 can be identified from the figure. 

ATP1 is a stage where the partner has received the order and checks the availability of the 

stock. If the product ordered is unavailable and there is no purchase order in the system to 
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be delivered to the warehouse before the collection time, the product will be cancelled from 

the order and it will affect the level of reliability. However, the ATP1 does not consider all 

aspects affecting the reliability. It does not take into account if a delivery to a warehouse is 

late or partial, which leads to shortage of products at the stage of collection. Also, it fails to 

include collection and delivery errors. As said, the partner company considers ATP1 model 

to be fair hence in their opinion it leaves out the errors that are out of their control. On the 

other hand, the case company considers ATP1 to be incomplete model to measure reliability 

because for them it is insignificant why the store does not receive what they have ordered. 

Also, the latter way is the method the case company has previously measured reliability, 

which is therefore more comparable for them. 

 
Figure 7. Model for reliability of delivery observations 

 

 

At the beginning of the cooperation the different views on the measuring method caused 

issues. The reliability of deliveries was reviewed daily, and it looked relatively good, 

although the case company kept getting bad reviews from the stores about items missing 

from their deliveries. Hence it did not appear on the reports, it was more difficult to assess 

the scope of the problem. Therefore, the case company suggested measuring the overall 

reliability to get more realistic picture:  

 

“In this partnership we measure the reliability of deliveries very carefully, in 

my words with nihilistic precision but as a manager (from the case company) 
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corrected me it is realistic. The metric is not even in our control. Even if a store 

decides to order a Mercedes it would be displayed.” 

-Interviewee P1 

 

Although this particular metric caused issues and differences of opinion the level of both 

variants is currently close to acceptable. ATP1 is consistently above the 98% and the overall 

reliability is getting close to 98%. At this stage when the reliability is high, even just one 

product could decrease it a percent or two. According to the partner company, this metric is 

the one to showcase how successfully they are operating. However, in case there are issues 

with reliability, the partner company does not think there should be sanctions set: 

 

“It is a sanction enough for us to lose the sales we could have made if the 

reliability of deliveries was where it should be. If we could have made sales 

with 100 products and we only sell 50, we lose sales and we most likely have 

to make corrective actions, which are expensive as well.” 

-Interviewee P1  

 

Although the partner company has a legitimate argument on not needing to be sanctioned, a 

lack of rewards and sanctions can be seen throughout the cooperation. Hiles (1994) argued 

that there should be an effective sanction and reward system put in place including penalties 

in form of charges for unacceptable performance and bonuses for meeting the targets. Even 

though, the sanction may not be the right motivator in this particular metric, the cooperation 

could use more effective system for sanctions and rewards to push the parties for better 

execution. 

 

To improve the reliability, the core operations team reviews the results periodically. The 

partner company prepares the daily key figures as well as investigates the causes of decrease 

in the reliability of deliveries. The causes are discussed in order to determine whether they 

are singular events or forming patterns. If a specific product or supplier causes constantly 

decreases in the metric, actions will take place to find solutions. Currently the reliability has 

been seen to be significantly lower in the capital area of Finland: 
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“We have identified an issue with the capital area of Finland. The collection 

process operates in a way that the Northern Finland is collected first. If a 

product runs out during the collections it is always the same stores in capital 

area that will not get their orders. To make it worse, it is also the most 

important area regarding the business.” 

-Interviewee P2 

 

Currently the only solution for this is that the companies have agreed on approximately 30 

stores that are primary when it comes to collection. If a product runs out, the deliveries of 

the 30 stores are first ensured before the products are collected to other deliveries. This 

model ensures the sales for the most important locations; however, it does not resolve the 

problem that the same stores always suffer if there is a lack of products. On the other hand, 

the level of reliability has been set on 98%: 

 

“At some point you have to acknowledge what is the acceptable level. To get 

to 100% you need to work way too hard for the last 0,5% which takes focus to 

wrong direction and even then, it might be impossible achieve.” 

-Interviewee P1  

 
6.3.2 Timeframe of deliveries 
 
The timeframe of deliveries was initially chosen as a key figure, since it is crucial to case 

company’s business model. The case company has contracts to its stores which obligates it 

to ensure deliveries in two-hour timeframe set in cooperation with the store. This is essential 

for the operation of the stores so that they can coordinate enough personnel for the time of 

delivery. Therefore, this metric was chosen from the beginning. It is measured currently 

using Consigner system, where the drivers read the barcode from the trolley at the time of 

the delivery drop off. The overall results are then presented for the core operations team.  

 

At the planning stage of the partnership it was decided to periodically review the drop off 

times to make them ideal for the delivery routes as well as for the stores. So far, this 

assessment has been conducted twice. The reasoning behind the review was to ensure that 

the drop off time was suitable for the store as well as relevant for the delivery routes. Also, 
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confirming the drop off times provides more accurate information for reports hence it 

decreases the possibility for local agreements that add unreliability to the reports. 

 

The reliability of this metric is questionable for several reasons. Firstly, the current report 

only analyzes the data from southern and eastern Finland. Hence the report is not conducted 

from national data, it does not provide completely realistic picture. Also, the report is not 

divided into regions like the reliability of deliveries, so assessing regional differences is 

currently not possible. Secondly, the system does not exclude possibility of manipulation 

from the drivers. Since the drop off time is determined based on the time when the driver 

reads the bar code, the driver does not necessarily need to be at the store to do so. In other 

words, the drivers could either read all bar codes at the same time, which would lead to 

worse timeframe rate than the actuality, or they could polish their drop off times by reading 

the bar codes during the timeframe even if they aren’t meeting it. Also, as stated earlier, 

there have been some local agreements on the drop off times that have not been transferred 

into the system and therefore the drop off a store could be constantly incorrect. Lastly, the 

method is very precise. If a driver reads the bar code a second earlier or later than the 

timeframe, it will be marker as early or late.  

 
6.3.3 Product quality and flawlessness 
 
The need for measuring product quality also arise from the case company. The basis for 

product quality is that when there is a quality issue the store will be refunded for their 

purchase. This will be handled with the customer service of the partner company and they 

will report them: 

 

“If there is no report in our customer service system, there are no issues with 

product quality.”  

-Interviewee P1 

 

The quality problems could include delivering products with too little time before the best 

before date. There is a set limit for each product on how far the best before date needs to be 

on the day of the delivery. The store is entitled to a refund or a discount if there is not enough 

time to sell the product. Naturally the product cannot be broken or damaged when delivered. 
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As stated, the quality is measured analyzing the error codes from the customer service 

reports. There is no set level of tolerated percentage of quality errors. However, if a specific 

problem is identified to repeatedly cause issues in product quality, the partner company is 

required to take actions to investigate the reason.  

 

The flawlessness on the other hand has just recently been added to the score card. It includes 

issues that occur after the product has been ordered. For example, if a product has been 

ordered and is notdelivered, the cause needs to be investigated and the mistake identified. A 

good example could be the issues with tobacco bar codes. If there is a mistake made with 

communicating the tobacco bar codes and transferring them into the systems, it would be 

reported in the issues of flawlessness. However, currently there is no report for the 

flawlessness and therefore the issues are not necessarily visible or transparent. The more 

specific error codes used have not been selected either. The companies have not come to 

understanding on what the relevant level of measuring for this metric is. For example, there 

is a discussion on is it relevant to include issues such as order mistakes. If a store has ordered 

mistakenly unproportionable large amount of a product and it is delivered, it could be argued 

who is accountable of the extra costs resulted from this mistake. In the latter model, when 

the case company had its own warehouse, the personnel was so familiar with the business 

model that they typically caught unusually large orders by the stores before deliveries, 

whereas the partner company does not have the knowledge to caught the issues and their 

business model is not flexible enough to catch them either: 

 

“We had an issue with a mistake in collection codes which resulted in the 

employee collecting a package of axes instead of chocolate. In this case it 

would be ideal for the employee to understand that the ax is not in the selection 

of the stores, however the system is voice controlled and therefore the system 

occasionally allows these errors.” 

-Interviewee P1 

 

It appears that the flawlessness is perceived as an important metric on the score card, 

however the companies need to agree on the terms as well as the method of measurement. 

For the case company it would be logical to gain information on all mistakes. On the other 
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hand, naturally the partner is not keen on taking responsibility on mistakes that are out of its 

control and therefore prefer to report on more general level. 
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7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
This chapter discusses the findings and results of the qualitative research as well as reflects 

them to relevant theories. The chapter will begin by overgoing the research questions set in 

introduction and considering them in the light of the case study and previous literature. Next 

there will be a discussion on the theoretical contributions of the case study and the value it 

adds to the previous research on the topic. The chapter will proceed to giving managerial 

implications for the managerial team of the case company. The. aim is to provide tools and 

suggestions to support the future decision making as well as to enhance the cooperation with 

the partner. Lastly, the study considers the relevant limitations and provides 

recommendations for future research regarding the topic. 

 
7.1 Findings compared to previous research 
 
The conclusions will be discussed in the light of the research questions set at the beginning 

of this study. Main research question as well as two sub research questions were defined for 

the study. Next the findings of empirical section will be discussed with support of previous 

literature. The theoretical contributions acquired from this study are rather affirmative in the 

light of previous research and studies than in conflict of contrary. Since the case study is 

only relevant is its context it is not relevant to directly compare it to previous literature. 

Instead the individual themes can be separately discussed in the light of previous literature. 

 

SRQ1: Why do firms outsource and what are the decision-making criteria? 

 

In the case, the firm found their former logistics model highly inefficient and were therefore 

motivated to search for alternative ways to govern it. The motive was consciously based on 

financial consideration. The former warehouse required investments, organizing separate 

deliveries for each temperature as well as inefficient use of personnel time was getting costly 

for the firm. Their decision-making model was mostly based on the transaction cost theory. 

As stated earlier, the characteristics of the type of government structure are assess 

specificity, frequency and uncertainty (Alaghehband et al. 2011). According to Williamson 

(1996) assets specificity is the degree to which the assets or resources can be reorganized to 

alternative users as well as by the alternative users without having to sacrifice the productive 

value of the assets in hand. The decision making did consider the alternative use of the 
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resources and was interested in maintaining or enhancing the productive value. On the other 

hand, opportunistic beahviour was mitigated by the knowledge regarding the process. 

According to Dhar (2006) opportunistic behavior occurs when the control of a process is 

given for an external party. 

 

Unconsciously the managers considered resource-based view as well. As discussed earlier, 

resource-based view is based on gaining competitive advantages and sustaining them. 

According to Wade and Hulland (2004) firms often possess variety of different resources 

but only a few of them have the potential to transform the position of the firm into a 

sustainable competitive advantage. The case company did not identify logistics as their core 

competency or competitive advantage and therefore were interested in outsourcing the 

functions. The logistics itself was not identified as a competitive advantage but the company 

did consider flexibility or time to market as their competitive advantage. Although, it was 

not strictly logistics related, they considered it to be less sustainable after partnering up with 

the logistics provider. 

 

The decision-making criteria clearly lacked on multiple criteria model that has according to 

Cánez, et al. (2000) become a referenced model by the scholars in the 21st century. The 

model suggests that make or buy decision should be made based on multiple criteria that 

could include: maximization of strategic and competitive performance, maximization of 

managerial performance, maximization of financial performance and minimization of 

sourcing risks (Padillo and Diaby, 1999) or technology and manufacturing processes, cost, 

supply chain management and logistics and support systems (Cánez, et al. 2000). 

 

SRQ2: How can the success of the relationship be measured, and which metrics are 

most suitable for outsourcing? 

 

The current measures formed a scorecard including four measures: reliability of deliveries, 

timeframe of deliveries, product quality and flawlessness. The managers considered all 

measures highly relevant for the business model and it is difficult to argue otherwise. In the 

Table 2. the measures are analyzed based on their reliability and importance. The reliability 

of the measures varies considerably between the measures. The reliability of deliveries is 

considered reliable especially when all stages are taken into consideration. Timeframe of the 
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deliveries on the other hand is the least reliable of the metrics hence the sample is 

uncomprehensive and the system leaves room for manipulation. Product quality can be seen 

as moderately reliable due the issues with the system. Flawlessness cannot be analyzed 

currently hence the measure has not been defined. Although, all measures are important and 

useful, the first two are currently higher in importance compared to the other two. Special 

consideration should be given to contrary values regarding the timeframe of deliveries. The 

importance does not seem to correlate with the reliability and therefore requires actions. 

 

Table 2. Analysis of the current measures 

Measure Reliability Importance 

Reliability of deliveries ATP1: Moderate 

All stages considered: High 

High 

Timeframe of deliveries Low High 

Product quality Moderate Moderate 

Flawlessness Undetermined Undetermined 

 

The literature does acknowledge the measures as well. Anand and Grover (2015) argue that 

transport optimization is relevant category for key performance indicators and suggests firms 

to develop delivery related indicators. The study by Bongsug (2009) suggests that supply 

relationships could benefit from metrics in four categories: plan, source, production and 

deliver. The current metrics are focused on the fourth phase, deliver. According to the study 

by Bondsug (2009) the stage of delivery can be measured utilizing measures in on-time 

shipment, on-time delivery, perfect order fulfillment and in-stock availability. This aligns 

well with the current metrics. However, the literature does point out that to ensure 

transparency in the entire process, there should be measures related to all stages. As Bongsug 

(2009) suggests in plan, source and production or the model by Anand and Grover (2015) 

information technology optimization, inventory optimization and resource optimization. 

 

SRQ3: What challenges have occurred in the outsourcing relationship of the case 

company? 

 

Naturally, although the outsourcing relationship has variety of benefits to the parties, a few 

challenges have arisen. The main challenges can be identified in three stages: selection 
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management, demand forecast and communications. Table 3. illustrates the three challenges 

and the main content resulting the issues.  

 

Table 3. Analysis of challenges 

Challenge Content 

Selection management - Tool is too unreliable and vulnerable to 

human errors 

- Communicational issues  

Demand forecast - Need for accurate measurement and 

monitoring 

- Periodic review and analysis of inventory 

- Communication regarding responsibilities 

both estimation and inventory 

Communication - Lack of cohesive internal understanding of 

the position 

- Difficulty identifying the person in charge 

in partner organization 

- Lack of communication regarding the 

other issues: selection and demand forecast 

 

In the era of high technology, it is crucial for firms to enhance suitable tools and systems. 

The firms did acknowledge that the system was insufficient for their needs but had so far put 

little effort in development of the current tool or search for alternatives. Although, the current 

model does function and is therefore acceptable, the possibility of errors is high, and the 

errors are costly. Demand forecast on the other hand lacks a common system for measuring 

and monitoring. This stage is not transparent and although the case company has contractual 

responsibilities, they have no visibility on results or data. The hierarchy model by Hofman 

(2004) has demand forecast at the top of the pyramid and it is considered highly important 

metric for management. The issues have one common characteristic, which is lack of 

communication. The case company could improve their internal communications in terms 

of cohesive understanding on the position regarding the current benefits and challenges. On 

the other hand, the more significant issues unravel in the partnership. The parties are 

struggling to identify the person in charge.  
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RQ: What are the factors influencing the success of the outsourcing relationships? 

 

Based on thorough analysis of the sub questions and support of the case study, it can be 

argued that various factors may influence the outsourcing relationship from as early as the 

planning stage to the active operations. The make or buy decision is first crucial step in 

outsourcing and proper analysis is necessary. As stated by Leiblein et al., (2002) the decision 

will affect the allocation of the resources available and binding them to integration is a long-

term commitment and costly to reverse. Therefore, the decision to jump into an outsourcing 

relationship should not be made lightly. Important element as this stage is the decision-

making criteria that should provide a comprehensive evaluation on the options and the 

decision should be based on the results. After the decision has been made, the success can 

be affected by the fluent operation of the process that needs to be monitored and reviewed 

constantly. The measures should be defined to provide transparency throughout the process 

and therefore should not solely focus on one stage. A carefully chosen and defined set of 

measures can anticipate issues and enhance the performance when acceptable levels are set, 

and proper motivation is given for excellent performance. According to Hiles (1994) 

effective sanction and reward system motivates to avoid poor performance that results in 

penalties and encourages to meet the targets to receive bonuses. When challenges in the 

partnership occur, the firms need to acknowledge the pitfalls and take corrective actions. 

Efficient communication appears to be a key success factor and the lack of it could result in 

variety of issues. 

 
7.2 Managerial implications 
 
Next there will be a discussion on suggested managerial implications that the case company 

could apply. The suggestions are primarily made from the view point of the case company 

although, some of the actions require participation from the partner company as well. The 

managerial suggestions are given for the stages also found in the theoretical framework: 

decision-making criteria, the three main issues identified during the interviews: selection 

process, demand prediction and communications as well as for improvement of the metrics.  
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7.2.1 Decision-making criteria 
 
The decision-making criteria used was primarily focused on financial performance. This 

aligns with more traditional view of transaction cost economics which is an excellent basis 

for make or buy decision making process. The financial assessment was natural to the case 

company hence they had past experience in producing logistics themselves and therefore 

they had existing estimations on the financial figures. They especially paid attention to 

purchasing prices and logistics costs involved and were so far optimistic about the results. 

Overall the financial assessment was done with precision. 

 

Although, the case company primarily used financial criteria they unconsciously also 

utilized resource-based view. The interviews revealed that the managers did consider that 

logistics was not core business or core competence of the company. They thought that the 

resources bounded in logistics could be better used in other functions.  

 

Overall the decision-making criteria used was slightly narrow when current research 

regarding it is considered. The significance of financial estimations should not be 

undermined and arguably the resource-based view supports it excellently. However, the 

current research does provide broad selection of different criteria that could have been 

beneficial to consider before committing to the outsourcing partnership. For example, the 

study by Pardillo and Diably (1999) introduced multiple criteria decision making that 

included factors such as strategic performance and sourcing risk that could have been useful 

criteria for the case company. 

 

7.2.2 Process 
 
Overall the logistics process operates well. However, the interviews did reveal three stages 

that could be improved: the selection process, demand forecasting and communication. Next 

the identified issues will be discussed. 

 

First process related issue discussed is the selection process and the tool involved. In general, 

the selection process is flowing, and the parties are aware of the expected actions and 

deadlines. However, there have been concerns raised regarding the flexibility of the process 

and the form of the tool. The case company considers flexibility as their competitive 
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advantage and is therefore concerned about the new process that does not provide the 

flexibility and time to market that they used to have. On the other hand, the partner company 

is conflicted about whether they are motivated to enhance the process to provide more 

flexibility hence the issues in over stock and demand forecasting. The tool on the other hand, 

is posing reliability issues hence the excel sheet form is not considered to be the most 

trustworthy and steady. Mistakes occur hence the work is completely manual, and the system 

does not notify for missing information. The mistakes could be long lasting and costly and 

therefore, the companies should consider an update on the form. Although, it would be a 

huge effort to overgo a system development process it could be highly beneficial in the long-

term. The selection meeting has been modified to only involve the managers; however, it 

could be beneficial for all personnel involved to still meet their contacts and not just discuss 

the upcoming campaigns but also take a look at the stock and if there are alarming amounts 

leftover from the campaigns. Alternatively, there needs to be more visibility to the stock 

quantities for the case company to operate accordingly. However, this would require the 

partner company to develop a new document or provide access in other forms which could 

potentially be more labor intensive. 

 

Demand forecasting seems to pose a variety of details that could be improved. The division 

of responsibilities is problematic hence the lack of transparency. The partner company is 

constantly improving the predictions by collecting more data which allows the forecasting 

system to become more accurate. On the other hand, no actions have been taken to improve 

the campaign forecasts made by the case company. To improve, transparency would be the 

most important factor to consider. In the business model, providing forecasts for four-week 

campaign two months in advance is a challenge. The case company aims to give the 

estimations; however, they acknowledge that the estimations should be adjusted based on 

the sales. On the other hand, the partner company considers the estimations to be followed 

to a tee, which opposes a conflict. When the estimations are followed precisely it could result 

in more excess stock which the partner company is determined to avoid. 

 

The study identified issues regarding communications internally as well as between the 

companies. The internal issues do not necessarily seem to be due the lack of sharing 

information but regarding the fact that people that operate in different organizational level 

do not have the same observations on the partnership and its state. It is natural that the 
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managers are looking at the partnership in more general level where as the specialist might 

be more focused on specific operations. Internally it could be useful to periodically discuss 

the views in workshops or other forums to ensure that the entire team is updated on the stage 

of the partnership and personnel is on the same page of where to focus actions of 

improvement. To get on the same page the case company could use a simple SWOT analysis 

to summarize the views of current strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats regarding 

the partnership and the process. When the case company has a collective action plan it is 

easier to start tackling the communicational issues between the firms.  

 

The communicational issues between the two parties seem to unravel around the 

organizational structures. Both parties seem to have problems identifying the person to 

contact which leads to messages being forwarded or not being answered causing inefficient 

operations. This issue should be tackled coherently to provide grounds for other problems to 

be handled. The issues in selection process and demand forecasting were highly related to 

communicational issues and would be much simpler to solve after the communicational 

issues have been addressed. 

 

7.2.3 Improvement of the metrics 
 
The current score card is arguably set to meet the needs of the case company and has been 

created using past experience. Therefore, the metrics chosen are highly relevant for the 

business model and provide information needed for decision making as well as actions of 

improvement. Both companies argue that the four measures should be kept. As discussed 

earlier the measures have however room for improvement when it comes to reliability and 

areal analysis. On the other hand, some of these improvements are already being 

implemented and other suggestions do not require structural changes but more precise 

information and monitoring. 

 

Reliability of the metrics varied based on the method of measurement. Concerns could be 

raised regarding the reliability of timeframe of deliveries. Although, the corrective actions 

are to some extent already ongoing, special consideration should be given to the possibility 

of manipulation by the drivers and how to ensure that the drop offs are done when they are 

registered to the Consigner system. Before the reliability of the reports is ensured it is hardly 
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useful to pay attention to the areal differences. On the other hand, the newest measures: 

product quality and flawlessness are difficult to analyze on their reliability since the reports 

are still being defined. 

 

However, there is clearly lack of measurements set to ensure the service level in the form of 

SLAs. The SLAs are not necessarily missing from the everyday operations but currently the 

SLAs are not defined in the contract. To avoid the mis match of expectations it would be 

highly beneficial for the partnership to include the SLAs in the contract next time the contract 

is under negotiation. The relevant SLAs for the partnership could be defined using the 

propositions by Hiles (1994) and the service clauses could be formed using the elements of 

service clauses by Beaumont (2006). On the other hand, after agreeing on the SLAs, the 

monitoring and improvement of the metrics becomes necessary. Although, in some cases the 

loss of sales due poor performance could be sanction enough, a reward and sanction system 

should be put in place to ensure high motivation on excellent performance as well as not 

tolerating the poor performance. 

 

Also, KPIs could be enhanced more in the cooperation. Hierarchy of supply chain metrics 

by Hofman (2004) would provide a solid foundation from which to build a performance 

measurement design with financial and non-financial metrics. The scorecard formed 

previously would excellently support the model hence those are to most part included in 

Hofman’s (2004) model including perfect order, supplier on-time delivery and supplier 

quality. It would also provide ground for demand forecast accuracy improvement which was 

identified as an issue. It would also be beneficial to form the performance indicators in 

hierarchical model in which the top measures are less specific, whereas the low tier 

measurements are highly specific and can be used in daily assessment. On the other hand, 

model by Bongsug (2009) formed by four categories: plan, source, production and deliver, 

is relevant for the case, since the current measures are related solely to the phase of delivery. 

To oversee the outsourced operations the companies could imply measurements from the 

other three categories. Especially, the planning stage would be highly relevant since it 

includes the demand forecast. To be aware of the operations of the partner regarding actions 

relevant to the case company both source and production categories would provide 

transparency to the cooperation. 
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7.3 Limitations and recommendations for future research 
 
This research was conducted to support the decision making in the case company to develop 

the cooperation with the partner company. The recommendations and results were 

considered for the specific case company and its business environment and therefore should 

not be generalized to other industries or outsourcing cases. Also, the chosen interviewees 

had a significant influence on the study, however it needs to be taken into consideration that 

their opinions could be biased for example based on their position. Therefore, the case study 

could have different results in another company, industry or perspective. 

 
For the future research it could be fascinating to conduct case studies about outsourcing a 

supply chain operation to a third party and comparing the results to this study. The case 

studies could be conducted in other business environment, field or region. It would be 

interesting to discover if the similar issues arise or if the results are strictly dependent on the 

case.  
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